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Purpoee .2t the ~. The purpose ot this study is to investigate the 
current pre..ctiees 1n charging fees in type,writing courses 1n sel.eetod "White 
public high schools of Oklahoma, end to determme what the students are 
receiving in return 1n the~ of supplies, use or textbooks, and miscellaneous 
items. 
Analyais 54. the Pf9blem. Certain general end spec11'1c questions are in-
volved in this study , as follows, 
General Questions: 
1. What sre tho general practices 1n the selected secondary schools m 
regard to the typewriting fees eharged stu:!ente vho enroll in ty~writing 
classes? 
2. What items of supplies and other materials and services are the selected 
aohools turnishing to the sfudents m return tor the fees pa.id? 
Specific Questions: 
1. How mmiy schools offer first-year typewriting? 
2. How many schools o:ff ar second-year typewr f.ting? 
3. How many schools charge a typovr1t1ng tee tor f'irst-year typewiting? 
4. How !llflny schools charge a typewriting fee ror second-year typewriting? 
5. How maey students are enrollod in first-yecr typewriting? 
6. How r:iany student;s are enrolled 1n second-year typet.n-1ting? 
2 
7. What are the methods of the various schools for maintaining or handling 
the typewriting fees collected? 
8. What proportion of the schools lwve offered first-year typewriting ea ch 
school year from 1946-4 7 to 1950-51, inclusive? 
9. What proportion of the schools mve offered second-year typewriting 
each school year from 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive? 
10. How are typewriting textbooks made available to stuients? 
11. How many typewriters do the schools have in their typewriting labora-
tories? 
12. How many typewriters were replacements for old machines traded in 
during the 1949-50 school year? 
13. How many ~rpewriters were additions to the total number of typewriters 
in the typewriting laboratories? 
14. Ho\.J were typewriter additions and replacements financed? 
15. What items of supplies, paper, and so forth, were mado available to the 
students without charge other than the typewriting fees? 
16. Did the students atterrl any commercial contests during the 1949-50 
school year? 
17. What expenses were involved in attending commercial contests? 
18. Which, if any, of the expenses involved in attending commercial contests 
were paid out of money collected from typewriting fees? 
ll!!.m .tJ2.t ~ Stud.Y. The challenge which led to this study arose from the 
problems faced by the investigator in connection Yith the current practices in 
charging and utilizing typewriting fees in the school in which the investigator 
is teaching. At the present time there is no information available on the current 
practices of charging typeYriting fees in the high schools of Oklahoma. The data 
3 
obtained in this study should be of interest to administrators, to business 
teacher-training institutions and to students now prepsring to teach business 
subjects in the secondary schools. 
Definition~ Terms. For the purpose of this study, certain terms used 
are defined as ·rollows: 
Secondary Schools: School division .following the elementary school, 
comprising most often grades 9-12 or grades 7-12.l 
Accredited Eigh School: A secondary school thnt has been designated by 
a competent agency as meeting accepted standards or criteria of quality. 2 
Fee: An amount of money payable for professional service or for the 
enjoyment of some privilege for a designated period of:' time; ordinarily used 
in education to desigr1a·te a general or specific charge to the student in an 
educutional institution or charge for admission to various scholastic or 
recreational activities.3 In this study the above definition will be applied 
to the admission of students to tyr,emting classes. 
S(3I!l8ster: The standard school year for unqualifiedly recommended and 
fully accredited high schools shall oonsist of thirty-six weeks of five days 
each , which shall be maintained ooth in the elementary grades and in high 
school. A term of 180 days is required of each accredited school of which 
five days may 1...--e used for professional meetings/{, A semester is considered 
90 days or one half of a term. 
Possible returns: The maximum number of returns that could have been 
received from respondents who received questionnaires. If a questionnaire was 
1 Carter V. Good, Dictionary~ Education, p. 201. 
2 l!a!i•, P• 201. 
J !J2!s., P• 168. 
4 Annual High School Bulletin, Bulletin No. 112-Y, Ju..l'le 30, 1950, p. 11. 
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not r eturned u.~elivered, it is as5'..imed t hat t he school administrator to wham it 
~as addressed received it. 
Respondents: Those schools whose ad'n1nistrators nt,.xrned the questionnaire. 
Sqooo mag, Del.imitation. The s tudy 1s limited to selected white public high 
schools of OklahO!lla. The study includes both t~ and f'our-year senior 
high schools. 
The s ·tudy 1s f'Jrther limited to a selected ee.mpl!ng or the total of the 68:3 
accredited white achools aa listed in the Annual High School Bulletin.5 ill 
schools 'With enrolhlents or 200 and aver were included in the survey. A sampling 
of the schools with enrollments of trora 0-199 was include:i in i;he survey. or a 
total of 683 white public high schools, 350, or 51.24 per cent, were inc,ludtd. 
No attempt was made to obtain fran the school administrat ors statements 
pertaining to the justification of a special typewriting fee because it vas 
believed that a. request tor this 1nrorme.tion might ea.use the administrators to 
retuse to cooperate. Additional inf'ormatiai pertaining to the actual dispositiai 
of the funds and handling of the tunds would have been des5re.ble in this stuqv, 
but here again, it was believed th.at a request ror detailed data might, in scme 
oases, ente.gonize the administrators am cause them to retuse to cooperate. 
B,elaW Material. 'l'here is VfR:7 little related research 1n t his t1eld. 
One study was made in Tams at liorth Ta.as Stste 'l'eachers • College 1n 1946 by 
John Erwin Tompkins.6 This study, entitled "A Stuqy of the Fees Charged in 
Tens High Schools ror Commercial Courses," was secured thrOlgh the library loan 
service and examined to determine how much aasista:nee might be available. 
5 AmJual w.&u School BuJ.letin, Bulletin No. 112-Y, June 30, 1950, P• ll. 
6 John Erwin Tmpkms, ttA Study of the J.i'ees Charged 1n Te:ms High Schools 
tor Camnsrci.al Ccursee," unpublished !vilster's thesis, North Tems state Teachers ' 
College, 19,46. 
In Illino:i.s , a study was made by the Illinois ~eeondar:,r School Curriculum. 
Program 1n 79 secondary sehools of Illinois to determine what practices were 
followed 1n those schools in regard to f"eea clnrged students il'l various arens 
5 
of school activ:1.M.eu. Tho study was tmt :itled, "The Hidden Tuition Coet Stucy.n7 
.Although this study covered r!l8Jl7 addit!mal areas of act1vitias. e portioo of it 
'L18S devoted to fees charged in typewriting eoursea am fees cl'Brged 1n connec-
tion vit.li books and supplies required 1n the type\.Titing classes. 
I):pgedure. Both pri.rcrary and secondary dat.a are used in t111.s study. The 
secondary data were secured by reading two similar stud:i.es I!llde in T ems mn 
Illinois. A quastiamaire Yas used to secure tho p1.•imarJ data f'ron the 'White 
public high schools of Oklah<na included in tm aurvey. 
S1.nae t;he normative-eurvey method of research "Was used in t h is si;udy, and 
the school.a involved were scattered over a large m"oo, the questionnaire was 
bellevad to be the most efficient :lnstru.T,11:mt that could be used 1n gathering 
the data fl.~m1 the school administrators. 
Good, Barr» and Scates describe a questia:maire as: 
••• a form which 1.s preJX1.red and distrib.1ted tor too purpose or 
securing respmaes to certain questions. Generally, these queetions 
are £'actual, designed to secure 1nf'orm.aticr.t abc,.it co?Xliticna or 
praotices of 'Which the recipient 1s presumed to have knowledge. The 
questionnaire mq, hO"Wever, ask tor opinions,~ it na;:, be used to 
afford an insight into the attitudes or a group. · 
An appropriate questionnaire covering desired blf armatia:i "Was prerared and 
presented in a research class for crit1ci81'!1. Arter the qmst:f.arme.irc had been 
revised in the light of this criticism, final aprrc,val for its use ve.e secured 
fran the Cha11"mBn of the Thesis Committee. Copies of the questionnaire vere 
7 The Illinois Secondary School Curriculum Program, D.!I, Hidden Tuition 
~ study, 1949. 
8 Carter V. Good, A. s. Barr, Douglas E. See.tee, th! !Mhodology .2t 
Educational hsearc;h, P• 324. 
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mimeograp.1.ed on a.ppropr:ta.to s t at ionor_:.,-. .!m. expla.nnt o~J l ettP...r ... o~mr:ibing t.he 
purpose of the study and e xplai ning the need ror the inf armation l"equested was 
prepru:-ec1 to a.ooo!'.lJ:mlY the questionnail-e. l. copy of t he queat:1onno.1re, toget her 
'With a self-addressed, st a,pea envelop.~, and t,l'e 1etter of t ransm.ittal, was sent 
to the school administrat ors or t he white publ1.e high schools selected fer the 
survey mailing. 
A copy or t he questionnaire used and t he l e t t er accompanying the question-
naire are included in the appendixss. 
A set of index cards was prepered f'or use in determmmg ~ mailing list. 
The nante of eaeh white public high school, the county in -which t he school was 
located, and the high school enrollment ve.s obtained .trm the Twenty..eeoond 
Biennial Report, 1946-48, State Deptrtmont of Educatiai. 9 The nailing address 
and name of the eupermtr.mdent or each \Jhite public high school were then added 
to the eat'ds. This intarmat1m vas obtained trm the Oklahana Eduootia.i Directory, 
19;o.10 
It was decided, after a consultatim with the Chairuan of the Thea1e 
Committee, thst a eampl.11.lg or the tote.I number o.t vhite public high schools would 
yield sufficient information to indicate certain definite trends . Fran a total 
of 683 white public high schools acor'edited by the State or Oklahoma, Depll"tmnt 
of Educaticn, a mailing li11tt or 350, or 51.24 per cent, was prepared. 
The state vas arbitrari]y divided into i'our sections 1n order that schools 
located 1n different soctions mi {!,ht be complred, an the be.sis or size or enroll-
ment s..'ld geographical location, Yi t,h respect to praot1ces in eharg1ng typewriting 
9 lll.! Iyep;t;v-eeccpd Bimm;tpl IJ.!m.<!a, State Department or Edueation or 
Oklaho:aa, July 1, 1946 to June 30, 1948. 
lO Qlslpb9na Edueat1gna.l D1Nqtory1 Bulletin Mo. 108-Z, 1950-51. 
:tees. The sections vere designated as northeast, southeast, s.outhweat, am 
northwst. The division of the state into sections is indicatai in Figure 1, 
pages. 
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The scmoola were classified on the be.sis of enrolll1lent figures as give?i 1n 
the 19.46-48 Biennial Repor-t.11 Classification tor the purpose of the present 
study was as follows, °'""9, 50,,,.99, 100-199, 20().299., and cner 300. 
A test mailing to 50 schools, or 14.29 per cent of the total mailing list-. 
vas made on October 20, 1950. This vaa dma to detel"!Jlble tran the returns whether 
or not 1t vould be necesAI"j" to reviee the questionnaire !n the light of' the 
reepanee received. A second reason .was to determine vhat percenta~ of retut"ns 
might be expected trcn the survey. 
The date that tho arig!nal quest1onne!re vas mailed 'W8S entered on the index 
card fer each school; later, when the retum vas received, a notation to tlnt 
errect vas made al the individual Otllrd. A cheek of the cards ws nade ten days 
after the questionnaires were mailed in order to determine the mll!'lber of schools 
that had not yet returned the queetionMh-e. A follow-up letter, together with 
another questimnaire, a self-addressed, stainped envelope, and a COf1Y' or the 
original letter or transmittal, ·was mailed to t he sup~rlntendents or the schools 
that had not replied by October 30, 1950. 
Returns on the test :mil1ng ue:re excellent . A total of' ~,5. or 90 per eent, 
ot the 50 queat1omw.iroo mailed were returtled . In vie'W o.f the excellent returmi 
received, it was thought th.e.tr no revision of' the quest ionnai.1'3 vas necessary. 
The aame procedure used in the test m iling uas followed in t .10 complete 
msiling. The f'!rst millng was sent oot on November 16, 1950. A f'ollcit...i-up ma 
mad(:) ten deys lat er, not cotmting the Thtmksgiving holidays that oceurred durl~ 
this time int erval, on i!ovembel'" 29, 1950 
11th! Twent,:-,eocqd JU,ennial ~. State Depirtnsnt or F.ducation of 
Oklahoma, July 1, 1946 to June 30, 194<3. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
As a be.sis tor making an anacy"Bis and interpretation of the data included 
1n this study, information to presented in Chapter II conoorning the number ot 
questionnaires mailed, the number and P3reente.ge returned~ schools of each 
geographic section of the state, and tho moober and paroentage returned by each 
enrollment g?"Ot1p. 
Table I indicates t he nmber of questionnaires mailed, the number of 
possible returns, and the numb&r and pe,roGnta,~e or possible returns received, 
tabulated according to the size ot the schools based cm enrollment. It w 
significant to note that no letters were returned unclaimed 1\1 the Post Office 
Dep!l.rtment; theref'ore, the number of' questionnaires mailed and the number of 
possible returns ere the same figures. 
Aa shown in Table I, 350 questionnaires wre malled to white public high 
schools throughout the ste.te or Oklahana. Three hundred, or 85. 71 per cent, of 
the poeaible returns were received. 
Table II shows the maber and percentage or responses to tbs quest.ionnaire, 
tabulated according to the size or t ·,. sehool brutad cm ent"ollment and according 
to the questionna1..'1"e msUi..'lg frtom vhioh the responses Wl"e received. Tvo 
hundred, ar '.J7 .14 per eent, ot the poseible returns yere received. t'rom the f'i:rst 
ll\.ailing; 100, at" 28. 54 per cent, VeTe reeeive::l as s. result of' t he f.ollov-up 
'1'1a1l!ng . 
It is int eresting to not ,e, thnt 68, or 93.15 por cent, of the possible 
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TABLE l 
NtJMEBR AND PERCENTAGE or RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
nuww Reeeim 
Size ot Sohools Nl.mtber ot Mabe ot Percentage 
Baaed on the Questionnaires Possible ot Possible 
EznJJnezrtc HnUld Returna No, Returns 
Q...49 62 62 51 14.57 
50,.99 126 126 100 28.'!17 
100-199 73 73 68 19.43 
200-299 34 34 30 8.57 
JOO or owr 55 55 51 14.57 
TCYrAL 350 ''° 85.71 
This table a...'iould be read as. follow: or the 62 questionnaires mailed to 
schools with enrollments betwen o am 49, there were 62 possible returns. 
P'i:rty one, or 14.57 par cent, or the total possible returns were receiwd i"rom 









300 or over 
TOTALS 
TABLE II 
NUMBER AND mRCENl'AGE OF RESFONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE, TABULATED 
ACCORDING TO THE ENROLI.z.tENT CF THE SCHOOLS AND TO THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE MAILING FRcti WHICH THE RESPONSE 
WAS RECEIVED 
Number Response From First Response From 
of fimla~gnnnire fe.J.ow-uJ) 
Possible Per Cent of Per Cent of 
Re\uml Ro, Pgsgibl! Ret'DQ No, Possible netuma No, 
62 26 41.93 25 40 .. .32 51 
126 72 57.14 28 22.14 1.00 
73 46 63.7 22 29.45 68 
34 23 67.64 7 20.59 30 
5S 33 60.o 18 32.72 51 
3SO 200 57,14 100 28.54 300 
%PW B!aaae 








This table should be read as .tollovsa Ot the 62 possible returns trom schools with an enrollment between 
0 and 49, 26, or 41.93 per cent• lf91'8 returned as a result of the first mailing; 25, or 40.32 per cent, 
wre returned as a result ot the follow-up mailing. A. total ot 51, or 82.25 per cant, ot schools vi.th 
enrollments between Q-49 responded. 
i:: 
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returns f'rom schools in the group with enrollrnents from 100-191 were received. 
This was the best response re,eeived f'rom 8%\V group included 1n the survey. c.ie 
hundred, or 79.28 per cent, of the possible returns !ran schools m the group 
with enrollments traa 50,..99 uere received; this ws the lowst percenteee of 
returns received tran aey group included in the StlrV9J'. 
In Table II! the number and percentage or respondents are tabulated according 
to size based on enrollments and by the four geographical sections of the stato. 
As indicated in Table III, the percentage of respondents var., on]¥ 1.31 per cent 
between the northeast, no...-t.hwest, and southwest sections; the southeast sectim, 
Yith 81.6 por cent returns, was the section with the lowest percentage of returns. 
It should be observed that 4 groups of schools, based m siz.e or enrollment, 
had 100 per cent returns. One group in the northee.st seotioo, 2 groups 1n the 
northwest seetion, and one gra.1p in the southeast sectim had ~rrect returns 
There vas no group in the sout1n-1est section the.t returned 100 per cent of the 
possible rr'turna; 91~.74 per oe.'lt, from t,he lC0-199 mn-ollment group, was the best 
return received in the southwest section. 
'l'able IV indieater; hy section the total nu11ber of schools in eaa.'1 s :tze group 
basod on school om .. olll"lent , the rm,1ber of schools S"JI"tayed i n each s :lzo grot:tp, 
and the percentage of the total number or schools surveyed in each size group 
and sooti on. The percentage of schools surveyed in each geographical section 
was almost equal. However, the percentages lzy" eiu .. olln1ent groups in the various 
geographical sections are not equal. 'l'his vtu-iation is influenced by two things1 
First, all schools ·111ith enrollri1ents wer 200 were included in the survey. The 
number and percentage of schools 1n this category varied -with the various geo-
graphical sections. Second, the original malling list was prer:e,roo rran data 
in the Twenty-secmd Biem1ial Report, 1 while tbe anrollmerrt indicated by each 
1 !!:! Tvorrt:y:•eecond Biennial Report, State Depll."tment of Emlootfon or 
Oklahoma11 July l, 1946 to June 30, 1948. 
Sise or 
School 
Based on lo. 
TABIE III 
NUMBER A.ND I-ERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS TO TIB QUESTIONNAIRE., TABULAT.£D 
ACCCRDDlG TO THE ENROUMENT OF THE S:HOOLS !ND BY SECTIONS CF THE STATE 
UORTHE&1.t WJ.\Tmil~ SOJJT!JWE§T 
Per Cent No. Per Cent Mo. No. Per Cent No. No. No. 
§OJll'PAST. 
Ho. Per Cent 
Enrq1Jnnt Mailed Retm-md, Returned Hr!U!sl Rttumed Rfturped tkrP-!4 u1tYrlJ?d Returned Wltd Returned R!tutn@cl 
Q....49 14 14 100.00 19 17 89.47 20 15 75.00 9 5 5S.'6 
50-99 35 26 74.28 26 19 73.os 35 32 91.43 .30 23 76.67 
100-199 20 17 s;.oo 14 14 100.00 19 18 94.74 20 19 9S.OO 
2oo-299 15 13 86.67 s ; 100.00 6 5 83.34 8 7 l,., 
300 ar Dftl" 24 22 91.73 14 13 92.86 8 7 ~-5 9 9 100.00 
TotA.L 108 92 86.ll 78 68 tr'l.18 88 "l?' 87.5 76 6; 81.6 
This table should be read as followsa In the northeast section or the state, 14 questionnaires were mailed to 




Based on No. 
TABIE Tv 
T Ol'AL MUMIER CF SCHOOLS, NU11Bm CF SCHOOIS SURVEYED, AND r~'RCENI'AG'E 
OF SCHOOIS SURVE!ED, TABULATED ACCffi])o!NG TO'l' HE E?lROLUENr 
CF THE SCHOOm AND BY SE01' I ONS OF THE ST ATE 
MORrHEAW; llORrHWE....'! ~ounn.JEW,: 
'l'otal Total Total 
:No. Per Cent No. No. Per Cent No. No. Per Cent No. 
§011'.HE~ 
No. Per Cent 
Elll"Oll.mf)nt Schools Survezed Sumzed School§ Sm.-yey;ed . §urye;ud Sgh29ls Suryeyed Suryezed Schools S\1r'fVed Surveyed 
0-49 34 14 41.17 47 19 40.4 47 20 42.55 20 9 45.00 
5D-99 ~ 35 40.23 58 26 44.82 72 35 48.61 67 )0 44.92 
100-199 48 20 4]..66 30 14 46.67 41 19 46.34 43 20 /,6.51 
20Q.299 15 15 100.00 5 5 100.00 6 6 100.00 8 s 100.00 
)00 ar over 24 24 100.00 14 14 100.00 8 8 ,100.00 9 9 100.00 
TOI'AL 208 lOS 51.91 154 78 50.65 174 88 50.'!] 147 76 51.70 
Thia t able should be r ead as tolloYst Of a total of 34 schools in the northeast sectim with enrollments between 




school an the questionnaire returned 1s the present school enrollment. There 
vere certain chane,rres in enroll.Inf.mt f'igures indicated on these :returns that 
shirted schools f'ro.:n one enrollment group to another. To adjust this situation 
as much as possible, the data were 11,orked aver e.nd a new list of schools was 
? 
prepared using the data presented in the 't'went,-third Biennial Report . "" This 
latest report ws not l'<Vailable 1n Octobe'r. 1950• when the origina.1 r::ailing list 
was being prepared. 
It will be not.ad that there is still e. variation bet\leen the various 
enrollment groups tran Q....199 in several or t he r.eographioal sections. 'l'he 
largest variation is :1n the 50,..99 enrollment group between the northeast section 
and the sO\lthweat section. other noticeable variations oeour between the north-
vest seetic:m and the southeast seetiru in t,he Q..49 enrollment group, and between 
the northeast section mld the northwest seottm 5.11 the 100-199 enrollment grQlp. 
2 Ill! 'hrmx-$hkd Bien111al Rep9J1, State Dep1rtnent o:f Education of 
Ok:1.ahorna, Jt1ly 1, 194S to ,June 30., 19;0. 
CHAPTER III 
FINDINGS 
Chapter III is concerned with the interpretation of data received from 
the respondents as indicated by the questionnaire returned. 
Number !ll5l Percentage ,gt Respondents Ofi'erina; First-~ Typewri ti'l'.l,g. 
The data in Table Vindicate the number and percentage of schools 
offering first-year typevriting by enrollment groups and by geo~·aphicaJ 
sections of the state. 
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It is interesting to note that in two geographical sect ions, the north-
west section and the southeast section, l(X) per cent of the schools surveyed 
offered first-year type-writing. The other two sections were less than 2 per 
cent below the 100 per cent mark. 
In only one enrollment group, C>-49, 'Was it found that less than 100 
per cent of the schools surveyed offered first-year typewrit ing. In two 
geographical sections, the northeast and the southwest, it was found that 
only slightly more than 9.3 per cent of the schools in the D-.4.9 enrollment 
group offered first-year typewriting. 
Number !!!1 Percentage .2f. Respondents Qffering Second-h£ l'ypeJyriting. 
'l'he data in Table V also indicate the number and percentage of schools 
offering second-year typewriting by enrollment groups arxl by geographical 
sections of the state. 
The highest percentage of schools by sections offering second-year type-
writing was found in the northeast section in which 89.0l per cent of the 
schools surveyed offered second-year typewriting. In none of the geographical 
sections was it found that 100 per cent of the schools surveyed offered second-
year typeYriting. The variation between geographical sections of the state far 








NUMBER AND FERCENI'AGE CF RESPONDEM'S CFFERINQ FIRSI'-YEAR 'l'YFEWR:rl'ING AND 
NUMBER AND FERCEN'l'ACE CF RESPOODENI'S CFP'ERING SEC(ffl)..YEAR TYFEWR?l'ING, 
T !BULA.TED ACCORDDiG TO '1'Il'E EHROW£NT <F SCHOOlS ~JD Bl' SEO!' IONS CF 
TRE STATE 
SOUTHWESl' sourHEASr 
1 i1 H' ia ·U j :41 :41 i.r i! i A., ;4a ii jJ i ~a ;41 ;ijJ I J ! j.. ~ i~ ~~ ! fl a} f j if~ ff al fl 1\ . ,.. ~ ,~ ~ i ~1 f ! ~1 f ! :~lf(!(fl lo!; to.I ~ "4 t ~ "-I ... ~ t ,.. ~l-4 ~~ -~ . ~f:4 i ~~ t .. ~~ ~£-. i O e-,i \.-1 rt t e-,. \.-1 £-t ,g •• ~ ••• ~ • •• t . .. ~. . . ~ . . . ~ . ~ ft.t 0 • 0 • 
0 .... _ _ ·"' 0 .Soi ___ ... ~ ·"' . _ ·"' .o -~ . _ .... . r.t St OJ.t k "' ·"' 
14 13 93,6 10 71.4' 11 17 100 14 14 9:3.34 11 78.57 5 5 100 4 80.00 
26 26 100.00 21 80.76 19 19 100 14 32 100.00 Z7 84,37 23 23 100 21 91.30 
17 17 100.00 17 100.00 14 14 100 12 18 100.00 4 so.oo 19 19 100 19 100.00 
1:3 13 100.0013 100.00 5 5 100 4 5 5 100.00 4 80.00 7 7 100 ; 71.42 
22 22 100.00 20 90.90 J3 lJ 100 l2 7 7 100.00 7 100.00 9 9 100 7 77.77 
92 91 98,91 81 89.0l 68 68 100 60 88. 76 98.70 66 ~.63 63 63 100 S6 88.88 
This table should be read as tollowes In the northeast section or the state, 13, or 93.6 per oe.nt, or the 14 
schools with enrollments bet\leen O and 49 offered first-year typel.?ritingJ lo, or 71.43 per cen-t., ottered seocnd-
year typem-iting. .... 
~ 
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of only 1 • .38 per cent from 87.6.3 per cent in the south\iest section to 89.01 per 
cent in the northeast section for sec.:,nd-year typewriting. The variation was 
1.30 per cent from 100.00 per cent in the southeast and northwest sections to 
98.70 per cent in the southwest section for first-year typevriting. 
In the following geographical sections, second-year typewriting was 
offered by all schools in the enrollment groups specified; northeast, 100-199 
and .200-299; southwest, 300 and over; southeast, 100-199. In all other 
instances second-year typewriting was offered by less thmi 100 per cent of 
the echools S1i.rveyed. 
Table VI indicates the number and percentage of schools offering first-
year t ypewriting tabulated according to enrollme!,t. 
There were 298, or 99.3.3 per cent, of the schools surveyed that offered 
first-year typewriting. In the 0-49 enrollme.nt group, one of the returns was 
not useable and one return indicated that first-year typewriting was not 
offered. First-year type·writing was offered by all schools in the following 
enrollment groups: 5o-99; 100-199; 200-299; and JOQ...or-over. 
The percentage of schools surveyed that offered second-year typewriting 
was fmllld to be lower than the percentage for first-year typevriting. 'l'here 
were 259, or 86 • .33 per cent, of the schools surveyed that offered second-year 
typewriting. The highest percentage of' schools offeriri..g second-ye~1r typewrit-
ing was found to be in the 100-199 enrollment group. On the other b:ind, the 
lowest percentage was found to be in the ()..49 enrollment group. 
There was no information available in this study to indicate the reason 
for the 30()..end-over group having only 90.2 per cent of the schools offering 
second~ear typewriting as compared with the 95.6 per cent indicated by the 
100-199 group. It might be expected that the 300-or-over group would have 
a higher percentage of schools offering seco!Xl-year typevD.""iting. One school 
in this group did irrlicate that an office practice class "Was being offered 
instead of the second~ear typewriting class. 
TABIE VI 
NUMFER AND HmtENl'AGE CF RESPomlERl'S OFP'ERING FlRST-YEAR TYIBWR?rlNG 
NUMEER AND IERCZR.t' AGE CF RESPONDDl'S CFFERING SECOND-IE.AR 'rYPEW?rD'G, 
TABU'LATED ACCOO>ING TO THE ENaOIJ.J.EMr OF SCHOOLS 
Size of Number 
School of Schools Offering Schools Offering 
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Baaed Oil Sohools Elz:1k:Year l':mlfr1Si!n1 ~IGAml::Year 'l'VDeYri.tbw 
EnrnJ )lJIIP'.\ gtlfflN§l No. Ppr Cgt No, Pg Cegt 
°'"'49 51 49* 96.08 :39 76.47 
50-99 100 100 100.00 83* 83 .00 
100-199 68 68 100.00 65 95.6 
200-299 30 30 100.00 26 86.67 
3 00 or OVW1'" 51 51 100.00 ~ 90.2 
TatAL 300 29g 99/33 259 86.33 
*Indicates ane return vae not useable. 
This table should be read as fol.loves ot the 51 schools surveyed 1n the gi-oup 
vith enrollments ~ 0 and 49, 49, or 96.08 per cent, ottered lat-year 
,~iting; 39, ar 76.47 per oeut, offered ~8.1' typewriting. 
Number .2f Students Enrolled ill f irst-~ TYpewriti,.,ng §1m Second-~ 
Typewri tip.~6• 
The northeast section had t he highest enrollment in both first-year and 
second-yer:r type,,iriting classes. As pointed out in the preceding section, 
the northeast section also had tho highest percentage of schools surveyed 
offering both first-end second-yesr typG"Writing. 
Average Number 91. Typewriting Studer.ts Per Typewriter. 
As for the average number of typeuriting students per typewriter in a 
school, th,:; data in Table VII indicate that as the enrollment increased the 
average number of typewriting students per t :,pewriter also inc::reased. This 
wr. ~J i;rue in every section except the northwest section, the 200-299 enrollr;-,ent 
group, in which the number of typewriting students per typewriter was slightly 
lower than the average number of typewriting students per typewriter for the 
100-199 enrolll'llent group. 
The geograph:tc.::l section with tbe highest average numbar of type-writing 
students per typewri·tm- was the northwest section, with 2.85 students per 
typewiter. The 101.rest section was the southwest section, ·with 2.54 students 
per typewriter. 
Within the enrollment groups the lowest average was found to be in the 
northwest section, the 0-49 group, with only 1.21 students per typewriter. 
The highest average number 0£ students per typewriter was in the southwest 
section 300-or-over group, with lf-.55 students per typewriter. 
From the data in Table VIIa, it will be noted tha t for the state as a 
whole, there was an increase in the average number of students per type\rriter 
as the size of enrollment groups increased. This trend was pointed out 
previously in discussing each section, and it followed that the same trend 
was evident for the state as a whole. The average number of typewriting 




















NU},ffiER OF S'fUDENTS ENROLLED IN TYPEWRITING, NUMBER OF TYPEWRITERS IN EACH SCHOOL, 
AND 'fiIE NUMBER OF TYPEWRITING STUDENTS PER TYPEWRITERt TABULATED ACCORDIOO TO 
SIZE OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND GF.OGRAPHICAL SECTIONS OF THE STATE 
NORTHEAST NOR'I'HWEST SOUTHWEST SOU'llIEAST 
~~ 
I'll a .p ti • tt .pi ... ~ ; [ ~~ m ~ vi$ i gj j Q) t :1 0! p (I) l>-:i +' ~i +) !j !i ..µ 92 ... +:, f' I "M ~i' ~>; ....i +> ..-1 ..... +> ori ~ ~1 rl ,c, t1 ~ ~~ fil l J! i 13 ~'S r-l ~ r-l Cl) ) r-l .p r-l ,-f .p 'a 0 g U'l It ~ ·~ 0 t'l 0 0 QJ Jt 't1 i 0 Ol O 0 cu 'B ~ 0 tX1 0 8 ! ~~ +> _g t ~~ ~l +' ~J ~~ -~l +" ai: +> 0 ~ +> > 0 ~{ ~~ 0 1:-i (J) '-l ti'.) ~ e-. e-. 
81 193 137 1./J. 176 76 252 .209 1.a 126 7S 201 145* 1.38 57 37 94 6.1. 
231* 685 418 1.64 317 154 471 280* 1.68 574 365 939 552* 1.70 36)* 265* 6~ 365* 
333 926 412 2.24 1.42 190 632 271 2-33 661 286 947 419 2.26 622 345 967 .396 
278 905 26~ 3-36 235 Wi- 379 165 2..30 270* 70 .340 91 J.'73 416 no 526 178* 
2114** 707 2S2l 816 345 ~]07 848 2955 721 4.10 tl.144 2SS 1429 :314 4.55 817 252 1069 m 
.3900 1630 5530 2052 2.69 'J;.71 1412 4689 16'.6 2. 85 ms 1081 38S6 1521 2.54 2275 1009 .3284 12r, 
* tfot indicated by a Respondent_ 
i'!'~ Enrolln1ents and number of type-writers not availeble tor three Tulsa Schools. 
This table should be read as followsa In the northeast section there were 112 enrolled in first-year typewriting 
in schools with enrollments of 0-49 and 81 enrolled in secend-year typewriting, a total of 19.3. There were 137 
type-writers in the laboratories, and it was found that there i.rere 1.41 typewiti,ng students per typewriter in 
these schools. 











NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROU.ED IN TYPEWRITING, NUMBER OF TYPEWRITERS 
IN EACH SCHOOL, AND THE NUMBER OF TYP:ooiITING STUDENTS PER 
TYPEWRITER, TABULATED AOOORDIRG TO SIZE OF SCHOOL ENROLLMPJIT 
Size et Enrollment Enrollmen\ Average 
School for ror Total Total Number 
Based on 1st-Year 2nd-Year Typewriting Number Students 
22 
gpro11rnent TYpeyritJpg typewriti;r Enrt11¥Pt TYpevriters per Typgwrit,r 
0~9 471 269 740 552 1.34 
5Q-99 1708 io:i.; 2723 1615 1.68 
100-199 2.318 1154 3472 1508 2.30 
200-299 1548 602 2150 70.3 3.06 
.300 or Over 6182 2092. 8:t'/4 2128 .3.84 
TOTAL 1222'1 5132 17359 6506 2.67 
This table should be read as tollovs1 In the schools wi,h enrollments of 
C>-49, there were 411 students enrolled in first-year typevriting, and 269 
enrolled 1n second-year typevriting, a total of 740. There were 552 type-
writers in the laboratories of these schools, and the.re waa a11 average of 
1.34 typewriting students per typewriter. 
23 
Humber .mm Percentage .It Respondents Charging 11 .tu m fkst-Iur. Inil-
vr1t1ng. 
It is interesting to note from the data presented in Table VIII that the 
northwest section of the state had the lowest percentage of schools charging 
a tee for first-year typewriting. The percentage was 67.64 per cent. The 
highest percentage of schools charging a fee was found to be in the south-
eaat section, which had 77.71 per cent of the schools charging a fee far first-
year typewriting. 'Within the enrollment groups, the lowest percentage charg-
ing a .fee was found in the northwest section in the o-.G-9 enrollment group. 
There were only three groups having less than 50 per cent of the schools 
charging a fee tor firs~ar typewritings the 0-49 group in the northwest 
seotion, the <>-49 group in the northeast section, and the 5Q-99 enrollment 
group in the northwest section. 
In the 30Q-or-over group, every section had 100 per cent of the schools 
charging a fee. The only other 100 per cent group was the 200-299 group 1n 
the southeast section of the state. 
Range 2!, ~ Charged t2£ First-~ Typewriting. 
The data in Table IX indicate the range of tees charged by the schools 
fer first-year tYpel,ll"iting. The ~ange was from a low of 35¢ per semester to 
a high of $12.50 per semester. All of the schools charging the low fee of 
35¢ per semester were looated in the northeast section of the state. The 
one school charging the $12.50 per semester ws located in the northwest section. 
It 'Was found that the most conmon fee charged was $2.50 per semester; there 
were 52, or 23.85 per cent, of the schools charging this fee per semester. 
The next in frequency ws the $3.00 per semester fee, and 31, or 14.19 per 
cent, of the schools charged thia fee. 
There was only one school charging $7.50 per semester. This school, 
located in the southeast section, stated that it rented the typewriters and 
TABI.E VIII 
NUMEER AND IERCE:t-1I'AGE CF RESPONDENI'S CHARGING A FEE FCR FIRST-IEAR 
TYIEWR?rnm, TABULATED ACCORDIOO TO THE ENROLLMENI' OF SOIOOIS AND BY 
SEOl' I O??S CF THE ST ATE 
NCRl'HE.ASi' NOOHWEST sourHWEST Sotn'HEASl' 
i1 Cl.I) ~ tl,O ' ! ~ 1f to (l) ~ ~i r'!f I .!1 l ~! ~, ii i! 'Si ,!fl j! ti.o t ! .§~ 'aj 8 ~ bl) 8 r:. 8 ~ till ~~ t> al ii l1 i 03 is ...i ! ~ QJ j1 ~)~ ii G.1 Si f m t.0+> r/) tao +' Cl) CiL +' 
Cl) N Si, Vj J!:: t.o +a Cl) t:,C 1; ,!t ze O ft-la .. ~ ·li S:: CD S::: '" \,,!~ fiJ ,!1 'S~l ti-I.a School o kl ;x B~g 'Sil ·'a t ,.. ,.. ~81 ~, 0 t:,C ojg 0~ G) .~ ! o: (I) 0~ Based on • IM ... i r:. • ""' . ~ i r:. if t> fa< . ""' if i r:. 0 1M G) 0~ 0 f;.i Enrollnlent _ :.:. o ~- ·-·~ :;;!: tI:t ti) a, - - ~-- ::z. ·~ .. 8 ~O) ~ ~ ~ gt ~ Cl) 1111 ~ 0 fr I,!:; 0 ti) ~ .. 
Q-49 13* 6 46.15 17 7 41.17 14* 8 57.14 5 3 60.00 
50..99 26 l.3 50.00 19 9 47-36 32* 22 69.06 23 15 65.~,1 
100-199 17 12 70,58 14 l3 92.s; 18 17 94.44 19 15 78.94 
200-299 lJ 12 92/30 5 4 so.co ; 4 so.co 7 7 100.00 
300 or over 22 22 100.00 13 13 100.00 7 7 100.00 9 9 100.00 
Tor AL 91 65 71.4'.3 68 46 67.64 76 5S 76.31 63 49 77.77 
•Indicates an 'Ql'lllseable return. 
This table should be read as follo~s: In the northeast section or the state, 6, or 46.15 per cent, of the l3 




~ I ! of ~ ~ i ';! Fee 6 6 Ohargec "' ~ g ~ _.. -
.35 l 4 5 .,o l 1 2 
.75 l ·1 
.so 
1.00 2 1 3 
1.25 ") ~ 2 
1.50 1 1 3 2 5 12 
1.75 
2.00 2 3 4 3 12 
2.25 
2.50 l 2 2 3 4 12 
3.00 1 3 l 1 3 9 
3.40 
3.50 1 1 
3.75 1 1 2 
4.00 1 1 
4.50 
5.00 1 2 3 
7.50 
12.50 
TOFAUJ 6 13 12 12 22 65 
T.ABIE IX 
AMOUNr OF ?EES CHARGED BY SCHOOLS CJi'FERING FIRST-YEAR 
TYl'EWRl'T!NG, T f,BULATED ACCORDIMO TO SI ZE OF SCHOOL 
ErlROLLME;NT t, .. N'D Gb~0<1.1iAHIICAL SEcr IOM OF THE ST ATE 
mmnwEsr sour~m 
~ I ! ! ;l I j ~ ~ ~ 2t ~ i r-1 § ~ f 6 g "' , - --
1 1 2 
1 2 3 
l 
1 1 1 5 8 
1 2 3 3 2 5 l 
1 1 
l 1 l '.3 l 4 2 7 
1 6 3 2 12 2 6 5 2 2 17 
2 1 2 1 6 1 4 3 3 ll 1 
1 1 2 l 1 1 3 
1 3 6 2 1 2 5 
1 1 1 1 2 l 5 
2 2 1 1 1 3 
l 1 
SOUl'HEASl' 






5 3 3 








7 9 13 4 13 46 8 22 17 4 7 58 3 15 15 7 
Total All 
! §1a:tiima i Per Q No. Cent , 
5 2.2; 
4 1.83 
l 5 2.25 
l l 0.4; 
1 2 JJ 5.96 
2 0.91 
1 8 28 12.84 
1 0.45 
1 4 Z'l 12.38 
l 3 3 1.37 
11 52 23.85 
1 5 3114.19 
l l 0.45 
1 2 8 3.67 
2 4 1.83 
1 3 13 5.96 
1 2 8 3.67 
l 3 11 ;.04 
l l 0.45 
1 0.45 
9 49 218100.00 -
Thie table should be read as tollowsa In the northeast section one school with enrollment between O end 49 and 4 ~ 
schools with enrollmE>..nts over 300 charged a type'Wl"iting tee of 35¢ per aeuester. 
that it found it cheaper for the school to rent typewriters than to try to 
purchase and maintain its own machines. 
Number llmt Percentag§ Rt Respondents Charging.€!. m ~ Second-~ 
Typewriting. 
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As was true for first-year typewriting, the lowest percentace of schools 
charging a fee for second-year typewriting vas found to be the northwest 
section, with 69.09 per cent of the schools charging a fee. This percentage 
1Jas slightly higher t han the 67.64 per cent for first-year typewriting. 
The data in Table X indicate that the 50-99 enrollment group in the 
northwest section had the lowest percentage of schools charging a fee for 
second-year typewriting, 1+2.85 per cent. One other group had less than 50 
per cent charging a fee for second-year typewriting, and that was the 0-49 
enrollment group in the northwest section, ~ith 46.15 per cent of the schools 
cha:"ging a fee. 
As was also true in first-year typewriting, the 300-0r-over group had 
all schools in all sections charging and the 200-299 group had all schools 
in the south~ast section charging. 
Range ~ Fees Charged i.s!r. Second-Year 'l'ypeyriting. 
The ranr e of fees charged far second-year typeuriting is identical with 
the range fo::. first-yer~r typeuriting. This information is indicated by the 
data iri Tab] .· XI. 
The mo~. common fee charged for second-year type,./I"iting \las found to be 
$2.50 per se!:,ester; 48, or 21+,.09 per cent, charged this fee. The second most 
common fi:;e charged for second-year typewriting was $1.50 per semester. There 
were 27, or 13.55 per cent, of the schools charging this fee. The $3.00 per 
semester fee was a close third, with 26 or 13.05 per cent of the schools charg-













NUMBER AiW IBRCENf AGE 03' REs PmrDfil1l'S CHARGINCJ A FEE FOR SECOND-YEAR 
TYPEw'RITING, TABUI.J{I'ED ACCORDnm TO 'IHE ENROLL7lENl' OF SCHOOLS AUD BY 
SE ar I OMS OF THE SI' /I.TE 
NORI'HEAS'f ?W!~ffiJ'E.31' s om Hw'Es:r -
~ I 
l; 
E ~ A° :. ~= ~ 4) ii tie ,!l >a' ~I ~J ~l ~ I tie 8 r,c. ~ J-i 8 ~ t1e 8 r:.. g ~ t\l) 8 ~. 'gi "ij ~ 13 I.I 0 .8 15 ~ 'ti (t1 -a .~ is us 0 0 
ti') J ::: Ci'l tie +' ~ !::i (I) t>.O i ,!l tf.J bi) +:I :E +' Q) ~~i -at ~i. l'H Ji ltt-l ~ 1! Sg i ~~ ! 0 t.O ogl C> ,.. ;Jl 0 Ill) o, r.. • fa Q; ~ • fa • CM • CIS t .g ~ ... -3 (%.. • f!..; ti~ 0~ Otj 
f:l< SQ Sil ~c)~ ~§ 9J - - . .Q~ 0~ ~ ___ &_ - ~ -- . 
10 5 50.00 13 6 46.15 10 4 so.oo 
20 12 60.00 14 6 42.s; 'Zin 19 70.37 
17 12 70.58 12 11 91.66 17 16 94.11 
13 12 92.)0 4 3 75.00 4 3 75.00 
20 20 100.00 12 12 100.00 7 "! 100. 00 
80 61 76.25 55 38 69.09 65 49 75.38 
SOUI'HEASr 
~ J C) i~ i! ~, l~lf i a, 
:1 §,!l E~ 
'a t l ogl ;! • t,..i ,.. ii rs. 0~ _rv 
4 2 50.00 
21 15 71.42 
18 14 77.77 
5 5 100.00 
7 7 100.00 
55 43 78.18 
Thia table should be read as f ollo-we a In the northeast section of the stat e , 5, or ;o per cent, of the 10 schools 
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AMOOO CF F'EI~S CHAR<ED BY SCHOOLS O?FERING SECOND- YEAR 
TYffiWRITIN'G, TJ:.BUlATED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOL 
EMROLLr-tr~Nr ,um G::<:OO!tAPHICAL SECT I OJ:l OF THE S'l' {;TE 
NOOHWE.91' sourHWEsr 
! ~ ~ i fa I ~ i ! l i ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ § <l J IS ~ g ~ ~ ~ ti\ c... .,.... ~ ru .. 
4 4 
1 2 1 l 2 
1 1 1 1 
1 
2 l 1 5 7 
2 
4 11 1 2 3 '.3 2 5 1 
3 11 1 1 , 3 3 2 5 ... 
4 13 l 5 .3 2 11 2 5 1~ 1 2 14 
2 8 1 1 l l 4 4 3 3 10 
1 1 l 2 1 1 
1 ") ,, 
1 3 3 2 1 2 5 
1 l 1 2 1 4 
'.3 2 2 l l 1 3 
1 1 
sourHEAST 






; 2 3 













E:3 No. Cent (t'\ £..I 
4 2.00 
4 2.00 
1 3 1.51 
l 1 .so 
1 2 11 5.52 
2 1.00 
l 8 Z'l 13.55 
l 4 23 9.55 
1 3 :3 1.51 
10 48 24.09 
1 4 26 13.05 
1 1 .;o 
1 2 6 3.01 
2 1.00 
2 11 5.52 
1 2 7 :;. 51 
2 10 5.02 
l l . .50 
1 .50 
7 43 191100. 00 ........,..,_.,.. -... 
This table should be read as :f'ollo'Ws: In the Nor'l;heast saat ion 4 schools "W1t h an errollment of 300 or over ~ 
charged a typewriting f3e. in the amount of '.35¢ pc1• seme$ter. 
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As in the case of first-year type,,1riting, the same two schools char ged the 
$7.50 per semester fees and the $12.50 per semester fees f or the second-year 
course. 
It is significa."lt that as the size of the enrollment group increased the 
percentage of schools charging a fee inareased. This relationship is indicated 
by the data presented in Table XII. That situati on was true for sctools charg-
ing fees for both f irst-year typewriting and second-year typewriting. Table 
XII also indicates that 73.18 per cent of all schools Sll1"V"eyed charged a fee 
for first-year typewriting and that 73. 74 per cent of all schools surveyed 
charged a fee for second-year typewriting. 
The lowest percentage of schools charging a fee for either first-yeur 
typewriting or for second-year typewriting was found in the ()-49 enrollment 
group. The 300-or-over group showed 100 per cent char ging ffles f or both 
first-year type'Writing and second-year typewriting. Within the other enrol-
lment groups there yas very slight variation between the percentages for 
first-year typewriting and second-yeor typewriting. 
~ Methoq§ ]2l: 'Which Schools Handle Fund! Collected From Typewriting fees. 
The data in Tables XIII,. XIV, XV, and XVI indi cat e t he met :iods by i.:hich 
the schools maintain the funds collected from typeuriting f ees, and the per-
centage of schools employing ea~h method. 
In all geographical sections of t he state except t he southeast, t he method 
of maintaining f ees in the student activ'ity fund vas used more commonly t han 
any other method employed. In the southeast section only 20, or 40.80 per 
cent, of the schools maintained the funds collected in the stuoent activity 
fund. On the ocher hand,. the southwest section -with .34, or 6o.OO per cent, 
of the schools maintaining funds by t his method, had t he highest percentage 
of schools employing this method. 
TABIE XII 
fflJMBER AND MCENI' ACE 00' JmSPON011JlfS CHARomo A FEE Fm SE001,n.... 
'!F...AR 'fnEWRlTD.10 AND ITIJMIER AND fflRCElft'AGE (F RESP<lmntl'S CiURGING 
A FEE Fm FmSl'-YEAR 'fmtWR l'rING, 'l'JBUI..JfrEJ) Accamnm TO 'l'BE 
ED.OWoffl CP SCHOOLS 
Emt-Xear :1:vnevrt'SiS11: Seemd-Janr. '.rvnewrJ.!2;al 
JO 
She ot No. Of :ftn, Cent No. ot 1w Ced 
Sohool lo. of School.a of Schools No. ot Sobools ot School.a 
Baaed en Sehoole CbargSng Cbarg1ng Sohools CbugJng Chargmg 
Bnr.ollmlmt Offm:1pg ,::. ara Qffm1P£ ,rm AlM • 
0,.49 49* 24 48.'1'1 39 17 43.58 
50J19 100 59 59.00 83 52 62.40 
100.199 68 '>I 83.82 65 53 81.53 
200-299 30 'Z'1 90.00 26 23 88.1;6 
300 er Ov9r SJ. 51 100.00 46 46 100.00 
'fCJl'AL 298 218 73.18 2S9 191 73.74 
Thia table abould be read as fol.lovat ot the 49 aahoole v1tb enrollmenta 
betveen o and 49, 24, Ol" 48.'T/ per oent_ cbaqed a f• tor ttrst-,,ee tn,e-
vriting. Ot the 39 echoola· with enrollmenta betvean O and 49, 17, or J;J. 58 
per cent, eharged a tee tor ~ar type\il"ltjJJg. 
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TABLE XIll 
l,ETHODS CF HANDLING THE FUNDS COUEal'ED FROM TIPEWR:rI'ING FEES AND 
THE rror,am AND HmCENrAGE CF RESPCIIDEfil'l'S HAIIDLING THE FUNDS B! 
EACH J.ffl'HOD, TABULATED ACCffiDING 'l'O SIZE rF S<JIOOLS 
NCRTBE.ASI' SECf I~ 
Size of Number ot Fees Maintained Fees Mlintamed Fees ?;.intained 
School Schools 1n Separate in Student by other 
Based an Chargblg fund ..Adiilll: llmd !ii!~ 
EnroJ J?!!'f!: Ftt lo, Per Qeat No, Per Cent No, Per Cent 
°"'49 6 5 83.33 1 16.66 
5o-99 13 4 30.76 8 61.53 1 7.69 
100-199 l2 5 41.66 7 58.3) 
200-299 12 5 41.66 7 58.33 
300 or OV9r 22 9 40.90 8 36.36 5 22.72 
TOTAL 65 28 4).08 31 47.70 6 9.22 
This table should be 1read as follows: Of the 6 schools 'With enrollments 
betveen O and 49,, 5. or 83.33 per 0$Dt, maintained the funds collected tran 
typewriting i'ees 1n a separate fund; 1, or 16.66 per cent, maintained the tums 
collected from type\lritmg fees in the stuient activity f'um. 
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TABIE XIV 
!·E! HOOO OF HANDLDiG THE FUNDS COU.EarED FROM TYPEWRrrING FEES Ai'i1l 
THE !nJMEER MID PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENrS HAliIDUNG THE FUNDS RY 
EACH lffl'HOO, TABULATED ACCORDING 'l'O SIZE CF SCROOIS 
NCRTHWEST SEcr ION 
Size or Mumber ot Fees J.llintained Fees Maintained Fees Mlintained 
School Schools in Separate in Student by other 
Based an Charging Fund ..JQi;tnj;j: Fum MethS2S}g 
E1ll"Ol.l.m&pt Fee Noa fer Cent D·Oe fer Cem Hg, m eent 
()..49 7 1 14.28 5 71.42 1 14.28 
50-99 9 2 22.22 7 'n.77 
100-199 13 5 38.46 7 53.84 l 7.~ 
20D-299 4 2 50.00 1 25.00 l 25.00 
300 or Over 13 7 53.84 3 23.(f! 3 ZJ.('/1 
'l'Cf AL 46 17 37.00 23 50.00 6 13.00 
-
This table shoul d be read as follows, or the 7 schools \Ii th enrollments 
between O and 49 that charged a tee, 1, or 14.2S per cent, maintained the funds 
colleeted frau typewriting f'ees in a se~ate tundJ 5, or 71.42 maintained the 
f'unds collected fl'OOl typewriting tees in the student activity t'und; and 1, or 




1-~EODS OF tIANDLTim THE F'"illIDS COUECTED rnm,r TYPEWRrrnro FEES AND 
THE NTJM_u!rn AND FERCE11l'AGE OF mr.sPaIDEwrs HANDLlNG THE FU'NDS BY 
EACII 1-ETHOD, TABULP.TED ACCORDING 'l'O SIZE CF SCHOOLS 
SOUl'HWEffi' SEcrt ION 
Size or Number of Fees Maintained Fees . .faintained Fees Maintained 
School Schools in Separate in Student by other 
Based on Charging Iund ~1vi1t Ftmd Me~od§ 
Enrollment fee No, Per Qeut t'Pc m: Cent No, fer Ceyt 
0-49 8 3 37.50 5 62.50 
50-CFJ 22* 9 40.90 12 54.54 
100-199 17 5 29.41 12 70.;8 
200-299 4 2 50.00 2 50.00 
300 ar Over 7 3 42.85 3 42.85 l u..28 
'l'Ol'.AL 58* 22 37.93 34 60.oo 1 1.72 
*One school did not indicate method of maintaining typewriting fees. 
This table should be read as tollOYes or the 8 schools 'With enrollments 
betveen o and 49 that charged a fee, 3, or :n.50 per cent, maintained the funds 
collected f'rom typewr1.t1ng tees in a separate fum; 5, or 62. 50 per &mt, mein-
tamed the funds collected f'l'om typewrit!ng fees in the student e.cti'ttty fund. 
TABLE XVI 
METHODS OF HANDLD«l THE FUNDS COLLECTED FROM TYPEWITING FEES AND 
THE NUMBER AND PfflCENTAGE OF RF.SPONDENTS HANDLOO THE FUNDS BY 
EACH MEfflOD, TABULATED ACCORDOO TO SIZE OF SCHOOIS 
SOUTHEAST SECTION 
Size ot Number ot Fees Maintained Fees Maintained Fees Maintained 
School Schools in Separate in Student by Other 
Baaed on Charging Fund Act1n~ Fund Method! 
EmyJJrnent Fee No. Per Cent No. Per cent No, Per Cent 
Q...49 3 1 33.33 2 66.67 
5C>-99 15 10 66.67 4 26.66 1 6.67 
100-199 15 6 40.00 8 53.:33 1 6.67 
200-299 7 4 57.14 3 42.85 
300 or Oft!' 9 5 55.55 3 33.34 1 11.11 
TOTAL 49 26 53.06 20 40.so 3 6.14 
Thia table should be read as follows: Of the 3 schools with enrollments 
between O and 49 that charged a tee, 1, or 33.33 per cent, maintained the funds 
collected from typewriting fees in a separate .tmd; 2, or 66.67 per cent, main-
tained the funds collected from typet.1riting tees 1n the student activity tund. 
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The southeast section ws the section with the highest percentage of 
schools maintaining the funds collected from typevriting fees in a separate 
fund. A total r,f 26, or 5.3.06 per cent, of the schools in that section main-
tained t he fu..11ds collected in a separate fund. The lowest percentage using 
this method was the northwest seotion, 1n which cnly "J7 per cent of the schools 
uaed the separate fund. 
Maintaining funds by other means was mentioned least frequently by each 
section. The southwest section, '1-tith only 1.72 per cent enploy-'_ng other means 
was lo'West., and the northwest section, with 1.3 per cent employing other means, 
was highest in the percentage of schools using other means. 
The data in Table XVII indicate th~ si tuntion for the state as a whole. 
Just a fraction of a point less than 50 per cent of the schools of th~ ~~a~P 
surveyed maintain the funds collected from typewriting .fees in the student 
activity fund; 108, or 49.54 per cent, of all schools surveyed employ this 
method. Only 16, or 7,34 per cent, or the schools SUl"Ve"Jed maintained the 
tunds collected by other means. Other means consisted ot (1) paying funds 
direct to agency for rental of type,iri ters~ (2) maintaining funds in the 
General Flmd of the B~rd of Education, ar (.3) usi11~ a fund in which the 
comercial department had complete control over the spending of the funds. 
Npmber .mid Percentage 2t: Sohoole Offering First-~ Typewriting Dufipg 
.il9ll Scljool Year, ~~~~_a, Inclusive. 
It is interesting to note that in no section yas first-year typeln"iting 
offered by all schools every year 1n the t'1ve-ye~r period from the 194~7 
to the 1950-51 school year. The highest percentage vas registered by the north-
west section which indicated that 97.06 per cent ot the sohoola !tad offered 
first-year typevriting each school year from 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive. 
Thie information 1a revealed b;y the data contained 1n Table XVIII. El.even~ 









300 ot Oftr 
TOl'AL 
TABIE XVII 
?ETHOOS CF MAiln'AINING FUNDS COLIEC!'ED FROM TYfEWRl'l' I NG FEEfl AND NUMIER .AND 
FERCE!ff'AGE OF SCHOOI.S MAUll'AINHlG FUNDS BY EACH z.E'rlIOD , TABULA'l'ED ACCORDING 
To nIZE CF sarnors 
Schools Maintaining Fees Schools Maintaining Fees Schools Maintaining Fees 
No. ot School.a ;ii ~800=~· fund Sn §~s)ent '"~1IitY' [W m; Qtbar ~thgg1 
Cbs:14M rn, Ng, Per Cent Bo, ptr Cent lio, Per Cent 
24 10 a.66 13 54.16 1 4.16 
59* 25 42.37 31 52.54 2 3.38 
57 21 36.84 34 59. 64 2 3.50 
2!1 13 48.22 13 48.22 1 3.70 
51 24 47.05 17 33.33 10 19,60 
218 93 42.67 108 !.-9.54 16 7.34 
*One school did not indicate method of maintaining t~~riting f ees. 
This table should be read as follower or the 24 achoola 1n the enrollment group between O and 49, that charge 
a tee, 10, or 41.66 par cent, mainto.:ln the tees collected 1n a sei:erate :tund; 13, or 54.16 per cent, maintain 




NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS OFFERIR:i FIRST-YEAR TYPEWRITilll 
DURING EACH SCHOOL YEAR, 1946-47 TO 195()-51, IOOLUSIVE, INDICATED 
BY YEARS, TABULATED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOLS AND SECTIONS OF THE STATE 
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TOTAL 92 1 .30 89 96.74 168 17 (:J, 97.06 rn 2 4; 6S 90.00 163 l 5 60 95 .24 
This table ahould be read as follows: ot the l4 schools in the northeast section with enrollments between 0-49, 
l did net reply to the question, l3 have offered typewriting but not every year, and 12, or 86.00 per cent., have 
offered tirat-year typewriting every year from 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive. 
\II,) 
~ 
brackets indicated that 100 per cent of the schools had offered first-year 
typewriting each school yee.r during that five-yesr period. 
38 
Number and Percentage !2t. Schoole Offering Second-~ Typewriting During 
~School~, 194~ ~ 122Q-2!, Inclusive. 
The data in Table XIX indicate t he situation as it applies to the second-
year typewriting classes for t he period from 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive. 
It will be noted that the percentages for schools offering second·-year type-
writing during tha t period were nruch lower than for the socools offering first-
year typewriting during the same period. The best percentage for the second-
year typewriting cl asses was the 8.2.62 per cent registered by the northeast 
section. In only one enrollment group, the .300-or-over group in the southwest 
section, had 100 per cent of the schools offered second-year typewriting each 
school year during the period. 
It is significant to note that there were five schools tha t han not 
offered second-year typewriting within th~ five-year period. Eleven respond-
ents failed to answer the question as it pertained to second-year typewriting 
as compared with only four respondents who failed to onewer the same question 
as it pertained to first-year tyµewr:!.ting as was indicated. in Table XVIII. 
Method§ .m: Which Texlibooks are Made Available .12 11w. Students. 
The most significant fa.ct indicated :tn Table XX is that slightly over 
75 per cent of t he students enrolled in typewriting courses in the schools 
surveyed must purchase t heir textbooks for the typewriting class. There 
were 10, or 3 • .33 per cent, of the schools that rented the textbooks f or a 
separate rental fee, and these schools were all found in the 200-299 and 300-
or-over enrollment groups. 
The enrolL'Tlent group with the largest percentage of schools in which 
students pm-chase textbooks was the 50-99 enrollment group. In this group, 
86.00 per cent of the schools require that the students purchase the textbooks. 
TABLE XIX 
NUMBER AND PFltCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS OFFERING SOOOND-YEAR TYPEWRITOO 
DURING EACH SCHOOL YEAR, 1946-47 TO 1950-51, INCLUSIVE, INDICATED 
BY YEARS, TABULATED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOLS AND SOOTIONS OF THE STATE 
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JOO or <>Yer· 22 
17- 15 88.23 14 1 
1.3 12 92.30 5 
22 20 90.90 1.3 
13 
5 
9 64.28 11.S 1° 17 16 SS.88 119 
4 so.oo I 5 1 
1.3 12 92.30 I 7 
4 3 60.00 I 7 1 
7 100.00 9 1 





TOTAL 92 .3 89 76 82.62 I 68 4 ~ 47 10.00 177 7 6.3 54 10.00 163 4 59 51 so.95 
a Indicates one school not offering within period . 
b Indicates one school not offering within period and an unuseable return . 
0 Indicates an unuseable return 
This table should be read as .tollowsi Of the l4 schools in the northeast section with enrollments between Q-49, \N 
2 did not reply to the question, 12 have offered typewriting but not every year, and 9, or 64.28 per cent, have '° 
ottered second-year typewriting every year from 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive. 
Size of 
School Number 






300 or Over 51 
'l'Ol'AL 300 
T/1BlE XX 
?el'HODS BY WHICH TEXI'BOOJ<.S A.tm: MADE AVAILABLE TO THE STUDENI' S BY THE 
RESPONDENI'S AND NUMl?ER AND FERCENI'AOE OF RESPONDENrS USING EACH lfflHOD, 
TABULATED ACCCRDING TO SIZE Cl' SCHOOLS 
Schools in Which Type- Schools in Which Schools in Which 
vriting Fee Includes Textbook is Rented Textbook is Fur-
Yu 2t Textbook tSt ~enarajjg Ill - D1ahls ·r:1:11 
Ho, fer Cent No, Per otm Ng, fur. Cent 
4 7.84 2 3.92 
5 5.00 7 7.00 
s 11.76 6 8.82 
7 23 .33 2 6.66 2 6.66 
19 37.25 8 15.49 5 10.19 
1.3 14.39 10 3.3.? 22 7.34 
-rvo return• ve:re not uaeable. 
*"tvo schools did not indicate the method used. 
Sohoole :ln Which 
Student is Required 
t g Purgb111 I•~mi 







Thia table should be read aa follows, Of the 51 schools with enrollments betueilo. 0 and 49, 4, or 7.84 per cent, 
included the use of the textbook in the typewriting teesJ 2, or 3.92 pe::- cent, furnished tha t extbook tree, and 
43, or 84.31 per cent, required that the students purchase the textbook. 
t 
The 300-or-over enrollment group had the highest pe,rcentage of schools in 
which the typewriting fee included the use of the te}ctbook, .37.25 per cent. 
41 
Method~ J1:i: Which Textbooks ™ ~ Available !Q ~ Students 1/z Schools 
l1!U Charged.! Typewriting~. 
The data in Table XXI pertain to the method of supplying the textbooks 
by the schools that charged a typewriting fee. An interesting thing to note 
is that 54.54 per cent of the schools that reported that they furnished the 
type'Writing textbook free also ch3r eed a typewriting fee. In such cases the 
question arises as to whether the textbook sl1ould be considered us furnished 
free or the use of the textbook should be considered a privilege provided for 
the fee charged. This situation was antlcipated in p:::-eparil1g the questionnaire 
and the wording of the questions pertaining to the method of supplying the 
textbooks -was intended to help clarify this point. 
In the situation that required the student to purchase the textbook, t he 
percentage of schools charging a fee was higher than in the s ituation in 
which the textbook was f urnished i:rree." It wns found that 69.'Zl per cent 
of the schools requiring that the student purchase the textbook also charged 
a typewriting fee. 
The data in Table )CCII indicate the number und percentage of schools 
that charge bo'tih a ·typev1ritine fee and a separate textbook r ental fee. There 
were 10, or 4.59 per cent, of the schools charging a typewriting fee that 
also charged a separate textbook rental fee. All of the schools in which 
this situation wa s f ound were schools with an enrollment of 200 or more. 
Rang~ 52! Tet(tbool~ Rental Fees. 
The range of the book rental fees is indicated by the d8t a presented in 
Table XXIII. The range was found to be from 12W per semester to 75¢ per 
semester. The f ee charged most frequently was 50¢ per semester; 4 of the 
schools charged this fee. 
TABLE m 
METHODS OF SUPPLYING TEXTBOOKS USED BY SCHOOLS CHARGING A 
TYPtvffiITING FEE, AND NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOO~ USING 
EACH METHOD, TABULATED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Typewriting Fee Textbook ie Rented Textbook is Student ca 
r-f Includes for Furnished is Required to 0 
Use of Textbook SeP9rate Fee ftee Purchase Textqgpk ~, -§ ~ 
Cl)~ 
~ «> J I Ii I Ji I ii .si ~ !i i lil (D j! CD IQ r .. a! ~t ~! 'd tiO l:c. 'd ir: !~ 'c1 J~ .... ti/Jf-4 0 @J Cll 0 ~ M i .8 .c: tlO .8 ~~ 0 Ci,.j ~ • .;:i oJ Oj ij ~~ a, 0 a, .... ~ t,l)~ Size of 'a 0 ~;! al () ~ • CJ) +' +t Cll ~ +' +' +:> Cl) +' +) ot.o +' ~ School s •M C: , r{ s:I ...i ii°" ~-a 
J 
~ a~ Ci,.j tsi 8i Ci,.j :1 ~~ 1J c'.j ~ ti ...i Based on 0 ~i 0 0 o! 0 to Eni·ollment • ~i • 0~ ~~ • !! • iS ! ;~. t~ , 0 ~ : ~ ol:! :a l2!i ~ &-it». p.. ~ ~ 
0-49 51* 4 !,, 100.00 2 43 20 46.;1 24 47.06 
50-99 100 5 5 100 .00 7 2 2s.59 86 52 (JJ.47 59 59.00 
100-199 6S 8 8 100.00 6 4 66.67 54 45 83.34 57 83.82 
200-299 30 7 7 100.00 2 2 100.00 1 .. 100.00 19 17 S9.47 Z'1 90.00 J. 
JOO or Over 51 19 19 100.00 8 8 100.00 5 5 100.00 19 19 100.00 51 100.00 
.. ~.-. ... 
TOTAL 300* 43 4.3 100.00 10 10 100.00 22 12 54.54 221 15.3 69.27 2l.S 73.18 
* Two of these returns vere not useable. 
This table should be read as follows : Of t he 51 schools with enrollments bet ween O arrl 49, 4 schools included use 
of textbooks in the typewTiting f ee, and 4,. or 100.00 per cent, of t hose schools charged a typewriting teeJ 2 ~ 
schools supplied the textbeoks tree and charged no typewriting fee; 4.3 schools required the students to purchase N 










NUHBER OF SCHOOLS CHARGING A TYPEWRITING FEE AND 
NOMBm AND PERCENTAGE OF THJSE SCHOOLS CHARGING 
A TEXTBOOK RENTAL FEE FOR FIRST-YEAR AND SECOND-
YEAR TYPEWRITING, TAEtJLATED ACCORDIM'.i TO SIZE 01'' SCHOOLS 
flRST-YEAR SF.COND-YEAR 
~ • .... .... .,, IQ .... .... .$ w ,-f .... QJ 0 0 +> 0 811: ~3 .8Jii ~JA ~! s;:f G> .c: Q) ~ bD,x: G) ix: .g ix: fl) tll) ., 




27 2 7-40 23 2 
300 ar Over 51 8 15.70 46 8 







~o.,oe .r: 0 4) 




This table should be read as follows: or the 27 schools 'lr1ith enrollments 
between 200 and 299 charging a typewritillg fee for tirst-year typewriting, 













RANGE CIF TEXI'BOOK R'Elfl'AL FEES CHARGED !ER 
SEMEsrER AND NUMBER A.t"ID Hi.:RCENI' AGE CF SCHOOLS 
CHARGING EACH FEE, TABUIATED ACCCRDING TO 
SIZE CF SCHOO!.S 
Number or Schools ot Each Size Charging Fee 


















This table should be read as foll°"'s: One school with an enrollment over 300 
charged l2ff per semester textbook rental fee. This school canprised 10. 00 per 
cent of the total number of schools charging textbook rental fees. 
In Table XXIV the data indicate that 6 of the schools that charged 
$1.00 per semester typewriting fees olso charged 50¢ per semester textbook 
rental fees. The highest combination of fees indicated by the dot o in 
Table XXIV was in the one school that charged a $5.00 typewriting fee per 
semest er and a 45¢ textbook rental fee per semester. 
45 
~ Tote.l Number ~ T:v;pewri ters Purchased During the m-iQ School ,Ia; 
Number Thnt Here Replacements ~£.t Additions !2 Those .Ya~ Laboratories. 
Schools in t he 100-199 enrollment group indicated the highest percentage 
of repl acements during the 191.9-50 school year -with 289, or 81.20 per cent, 
of the t ypewriters purchased being repl acements. Schools in t he 50-99 enrcl~ 
lment group indicated the highest percentage of additions; 133, or 29.36 per 
cent, of the typewriters they purchased were additions to those already in the 
laboratories. 
For the state as a whole it v1as found t hat 76.58 per cent of the purchaoes 
of typewriters during the 1949-50 school year were replacen1ents for old type-
writers traded in. 
The 300-or-over enrollment group indicated the highest percenta,:::e of pur-
chases in relation to the total number of type-writers in the l aboratories. 
It was found that 707, or 33 • .22 per cent, of the typewriters in the lab-
oratories of schools in t 11is group were purchased during the 1949-50 school 
year. The lowest percentage of purchases was found in the 0-49 enrollment 
group vhere only 88, or 21.58 per cent, of the typewriters in the laboratories 
were purchased dur·ing the 1949-50 school year. 
In looking back to T&ble VII, it is not surprising to find the above 
situation since the avernge number of students per typewriter was found to 
be the highest in the JOO-or-over enrollment group and t :he lowest average 
mrrnber of students per t ype,Jriter was f ound in t he 0-49 enrollment group. 
TABIE XXIV 
RANGE OF TE?'r BOOK REN!' AL FEES CHARGED FER 
SEMfi'...sTER, TABULATED ACCCRDING TO THE AMOUNI' 
OF TYIBWRrrING FEES CHARGED FER SEMESTER 
46 
Number of Schools Charging Textbook Rental Fees of Various A.mounts 
Amount of Number Number Number Number Number 
Typewriting C~g Charging Charging Charging Charging 




























This table should be read as follows: or the 6 schools charging $1.00 per 
semester type\lrit:lng fees, 1 charged 25¢ per semester textbook rental fee; 
1 charged 35¢ per semester textbook rental tee; 3 charged 50¢ per senester 
textbook rental ree; and 1 charged 75¢ per semester textbook rental fee. 
TABLE 'llV 
NUMBER OF TYPEWRITERS PURCHASED DURING THE 1949-50 SCHOOL YEAR, 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TYPEWRITERS THAT WERE REPLACF.MENTS 
AND THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TlPJ!.l,lRITERS THAT wmE 
ADDITIONS; PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TYPEWRITERS THAT WERE PURCHASED 

















































This table should be read as follows: In schools "'1th enrollments between Q-49, 
a total of 119 typewriters were purchased during the 1949'-SO school year. ot 
this number, 88, or 73.95 per cent, were replacements for old machines; 31, or 
27-0S per cent, were additions to the number of machines 1n the laboratories. 
There was a total of 552 typewriters 1n the laboratories of the schools 1n the 
<>-49 enrollment group, and the total number purchased during the 1949-50 
school year was 21.58 per cent of that total. 
48 
For the entire state is was found that 28 .03 per cent of the total 
number of typewriters in the laboratories were purchased dti.ring the 1949-50 
school year either a s replacements for old typewriters traded in or as add-
itions to t he number of typewriters already in the l aboratories. 
In Table XXVI the data are broken down into sections and enrollment groups 
to indicate t he number ond per centage of purchaaes f or repl a ceruents and/or 
additions during the 191 .. 9-50 school yee.r. The northwest section , with 28.22 
per cent additions, had the highest percentage of any section for additions. 
A comparison of percentages of repl acements by sections shows remarkable 
uniformity. All sections indicated that from 77.78 per cent to 79.22 per cent 
of the typewriters purchased during the 1949-50 school year were for replacement 
of old typewriters traded in. 
Methods 2f. Financing Typewriter Purchases. 
The dat a in Tables XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, and XXX indicate the methods of 
financing typewiter purchases employed by the schools in the survey. 
Mentioned most frequently in each section, with the exception of the south-
east section, was "by other means." The highest percentage of schools 
purchasing typewriters by other means wos found to be in the northeast sect-
ion; 58, or 63.04 per cent, or the schools employed other means of financ-
ing typewiter purchases. Other means, as indicated by the respondents, 
consisted of (1) purchase by the Board of Education, (2) purchased from the 
district funds, (3) purchased from the general budget, or (4) purchased from 
the general funds. It all amounted to the same thing for all pra ctical 
purposes-the typewriters were purcmsed by the Board of Education and not 
from a specific fund to which the students enrolled in the type~T:i +.5.1¥:, classes 
had contributed fees. 
By sections, the method used least frequently was the method of financing 
purchases entirely from typewriting fees. The section having the highest 
TABIE XXVI 
NUMBra OF '!'YmwF.?l'ERS Pli'R<llASED DURING 1949-1950 SCHOO L YEAR, Nl.JMJER AND lffl CENr 
CF PlRCHASES THAT WERE REPLACEMENl' S FCR OID MACHilmS , AND 'l'HE NUMPER A.ND FER CEN.r 
CF PURCHiiSES THAT WERE ADD?I.' I ONS TO THE TYFEWRrI'l!ltS IN THE SCHOOL, 
TABULATED ACCORDING TO SIZE CF SCHOOLS .M.1) SECI'IONS (F THE st.ATE 
NORrHl~!Sl' N<m'HWE&r SOID'Hh'EST SOUI'HEASI' 
& ; ~ ~ ~ +> j ~ 
"" C'l .,.. m on 0 ..-1 tll l f +- 4> J.t f. .P • ! <P _.., Q> k CD . +' G) g Ol r,,i :it &3 ·· J.t H v) !::; H ~ P-4 Ll f-1 ~1 I ~. s ~ :.:i I ~ ! · ~~ ~ ~ t1 · . . ~1; ~ ~ CD 
... 1 .., 11 t i 11 :: ... 1 ·d ! .., ~ ~ . 1 .., § ~ -:., Ii ~ '~. ·1 ~ , ! 1d § 1 
Cl,,,t ~ .C: ~ f'"f ,.... ..-i on '°"' <l;1 .C: u r-1 ,c: -n '" ~ !1 ..c: u rl .cl 'f"i ...-i ,~ S1 .E ! ,.., .t:; ..-J "" 
o ..  13· +>~ g. ....,~ :g 101· ....,~ it ....,. ~ :g o'tl ...,;:.·. I; +>~ :g o'o ..,:,_s ~ ....,~ ,c, 
0• .... • p. ~ • 'Q ~ • • ~ = . rt, < • s.. • 0.. . ix:: • rt, ..i;. • & •. 'p. ~ ·.• ,a ~ .::s o c, o ,rs o o m o 'f':'J o ~ o ar ...... .2 ~ ..._.., ,.g ~ ,g ~· ~ _0 'tl 
0-49 25 15 60 .oo 10 40.oq 68 61 89.7 7 10.29119 12 63.15 7 36.84 7 0 0 7 100.00 
50-99 77 54 10.13 23 29.S'"A 100 86 86.oo 14 14.oc· ~70 1c~9 64.11 61 35.ss 106 11 66.99 35 :n.01 
100-199 80 i:.· ; 8.75 JJ 41.2~ 109 92 84.40 17 15, 5' 1 99 c;1 71 . ':1 " s.os 68 59 86.76 9 13.23 
200-299 95 85 89.48 10 10.5~ 32 31 96.Ef1 I 3. 1~ 28 9 32.14 l ~1 67.86 I 34 28 82.35 6 17.64 
,oo ~ O\rer 214 188 m .s5 26 12.1 226 114 so.43 n2 49.'> 169 151, 91.13 14 s.~ 9a 91 92.~ 7 7 .14 
TorAL 491 389 79. 22J02 20.7 535 384 71.7S 151 28. ' 4S5 375 77,31110 22.69 313 249 76.ut 64 23.33 
This table should be read as :f'ollowaa Of the 25 type.Titers purchases l:G'" schools with enrollments betveen O and 
49 in the northeast seotion, 15.e or 60 per cent, vero replacements for old l"llachines traded in; 10, or 4().00 per 



















ME'l'HODS <1' FINANCING TYBWR1'l'ING Pt.RCHASES, NUM3ER AND l:ERCEN'rACZ 
CF SCHOOIS USING EACH 8Hct>1 AND THE TOI'AL NUMBER CF TYfEWRl'l'ERS 
Pm.CHASED DURING THE 1949-1950 SCHOOL YEAR, TABUIATED ACCORDING TO SIZE CF SCliOOI.S 





.;i ..... 8!. 1. ; ~.ri1 '"~ 
8~ -s ... p 
! ~.a i-'1 
~isi 'a~ 
~ - -
l ;.84 1 100.00 1 
1 ;.as 1 100.00 6 
4 30.76 4 100.00 23 
2 9.09 2 100. 00 .38 
8 S.69 8 100,00 68 
NCRI'HEASI' SE01' IC!l 
I ! l i .,! ,,! 
!~ff ';t i~ J! ! ~ 
,!f ~~ ~ ,!ff O & .... t 
8't~. e-t 8 . :t\. ~&. 
iid?~'a i 0 ,!~ 
;,i Si ;, Sj;) 
&J! ti o! l:.a o 
l 7.14 1 100.00 l 
4 15.38 4 100.00 8 
, ~.~ 2 66.~16 
; 38.46 4 ao.oo 41 
12 54. 54 10 83.33 81 
25 Z7 .17 21 84.00 U7 
I j ~ ~ 
.!t! 1 8 0 f:-4 
! » 'cl 
~, i~ . 1J 
~ t! 
t ~ ,!l~ t~ 
i~ 8-?.~~ 
,!f "O !£ i~ 
ti '6 !i t! 
;i )j ~J 
&J !i_ ~~ 
ll 78. 57 ; 4;.4; 24 
2l 80.76 14 66.66 63 
13 76.47 11 84.61 58 
4 30.76 3 75.00 31 
8 )6.36 7 87.50 9; 
58 63.04 40 68.96 271 
Thie table should be read as tollovst or the 14 sohoole 1n the northeast seoti<11 vith enrollments betl.reen O and 
49, 1, or 7.14 per cent, purchased typewriters partially rrcm typewiting tees eclleotedJ 11 or 100.00 per cent, 












'?or AL 6S 
TABIE XXVIII 
OOHODS CF FDW1CING TYPEWRrrma PmORMms, NUMBER AND PERCB!n'AGE 
OF SCHOOLS USI MG EACH METHOD, A,.'ID THE TOf.l\L NUMBER CF TnEWRrrERS 
PURCHASED nmnm THE 1949-1950 SCHOOL YEAR, TABULATED ACCCRDING TO SIZE CF SCHOOLS 
NOOHWESI' SECl' I ON 
ii l ~ .. J ~ ' = r J ~ • !~,!!' ~ 11 ~~ r;J . ! ]! ;~ ~:--1 ';j ~ ii 'i i ~ s ! Ii oi]i 13 .!t! 0~ #; . ,!f:J!l ! .!IA' Ji~ tf ~.! .. if ~JJ lil ~~-- s"' r 8~ ilaA° '1 -3M ~ J 8 sir 'S 8~ ~ . i i3 ! "' i» ~ i O ! ! ti) 1:11>~ .. ti) ~ s . &-4 1 ti) ,.:i co ,.. &-4 I ti)! i~ ti)!~ 03 &-41 ~~~ Sf 'a~ i ~,i ~ta Si ~t Si ~i is 8 ~ IO 
_o! ~ !l-8 &! !! o! IQ ~(11; &! :t '~ Q) • p ;:; 
1 5.88 3 17.64 2 66.66 17 13 76.47 S 61.53 39 
4 21.os 4 100.00 14 15 7S.94 13 86.66 86 
8 57.14 6 75.00 43 6 42.85 5 83.3'.3 39 
2 40.00 2 100.00 9 3 60.oo 2 66.66 23 
3 23.C!I 3 100.00 73 7 53.84 7 100.00116 3 2'.3.<r/ 3 100.00 37 
4 ,.as ' 75.00 7J 24 34.70 21 87.50199 40 58.82 31 77.50 224 
.. , . . 
,his table should be read as tollowss or the 17 schools in the ncrthwat section with enrollxnenta or between 
O and 49 pupils, 1, or ;.88 per oent, purchase typewiters entirely tran typevr:f.ting f'ees collected. 'l'hree, er 
17 ,64 per cent, of the schools in this classi:ti oation purchase typewriters partially from type,..,riting feesJ ot 














lefHODS (F FIN.ANCING TnEWRlTmo PtRCHASES,. l«JMEF.R AND PERCENI'ACJE 
t:F SCHOOI.8 OOING EACH Mm'HOO, AND THE T<Jl'AL NUM!Ei. OF TYFEWR?l'ERS 
PURCEASED DURING THE 1949-1950 SCHOOL YEAR, TABULATED AOCmDING TO SIZE CF SCHOOIS 
SOUl'HWES'l' SEar IOO 
8 ~ - ! I J~ .. J ' 
ll 
! • .!1! J ,1 it JI :t~ Ol~ 
kl i ~~Ila f=•i ~1J Cj i ~ JJ }bO ,!I ~ i!IJ i-. ~ :al j!~ .. if:ij! 8 ~ :: 8 :& ~~ ~ i! a:i! ~i 
t!H~ ! 0 J ft, 1l{ 0 Ji O J ! ~ i~ ~ ! ! j» 
ti, ~ JIil ~ ~a ., "' ii "'i ... 1 s fl ti) '-0 ~ = E-4 'I ~ 'l 1 'S l s i 'S j ~, 'S Ji .. 'S Ji j 'S .fl . 's 'Sf 3 ) 'SI a) . . U1 . t., ~i 0 ie1 ~i ~j ~& ~ ··. ~:I! ~ ~ .. 4 i i ·.. . ~ J! !i OJ!! · 0 I m zc . . ... fl:. 
6 40.00 4 26.66 12 8 53.33 8100.00 )9 
1 3.12 1 100.00 3 10 ,1.25 10 100.00 ao 18 56.25 14 77.7'/ 72 
s Z7 .71 5 100.00 31 10 ;;.55 10 100.00 'J7 2 11.11 1 50.00 4 
) 60.00 2 66.66 12 2 40.00 2100.00 16 
2 28.S"l 2 100.00 39 3 42.ss 2 66.66 95 2 28.S"l 2 100.00 35 
11 14.2s 10 90.90 s, 29 37.66 26 S9.6s w. 32 41.si Z7 84.:u 166 
This table should be read es follows or the 15 schools in the southyest section with enrollments between O and 
49, 6, or 40.00 per oent, purchase typewri t ~rs pe.rtinlly fran t ypewri.tine fees oollect.ed; 4, or 26.66 per cent, ot 






















}.fil'HODS CF F INANCING TY11~·m.1TING PURC11ASES, NUMBER A!'l1) IERCENrAm 
CF SCHOOJ.S usnm EACH MEI'HOD, AND THE T Of AL NUMBER Of 'l'Yt"EWRIT1'3RS 
Pm.CHASED DURING TI~ 1949 ... 1950 SCHOOL YEA.~., 'l'AJ3UIA'I:ED ACCCRDI NG T C SIZF~ OF SCHOOIS 
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This table should be read as follows, or the 5 schools in the southeast aeetion wi~ enrollments between O o.nd 
49, 1, or 20.00 per cent, purchase typewrUere partially from typewriting fees collected; 1, er 100.00 per cent, 
ot those schools purchased tY",Pe-writers during t he 1949-1950 school yesr, purchasing a total or 3 typewriters. IJ'! 
\.,J 
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percentage of schools employing this method was the southwest section 1n·which 
11, or 14.28 per cent, of the schools used this method of financing typewriter 
purchases. 
In Table XXXI a summary of the methods o£ financing typewriter purchases 
by' the schools included in the survey is presented. It is significant that 
slightly more than one-half of the schools financed typewr1 ter purchases by 
means other than directly from funds provided from type"'1"iting fees. On the 
other hand, 29, or 9.66 per cent, of the schools financed their typewriter 
purchases entireb from funds collected from typewriting fees. Twenty-seven, 
or 93.l per cent, of the schools that financed typewriter purchases entirely 
from typewriting fees purchased typewriters during the 1949-50 school year. 
Three enrollment groups that financed typewriter purchases entirely from 
type,i,riting fee._ indicated that 100 per cent of the schools purchased 
type-writers during the 1949-50 school year. These gt"oups were: 50,.99, 
100-199, and .3DO-or-over. 
Only one enrollment group that financed typewriter purchases partially 
from typewriting fees indicated that 100 per ~nt of the sehools purchased 
typewriters during the 1949-50 school year. This vas the 5D-99 enrollment 
group. 
The :_l'"'49 enrollment gro-t.1p., whi.ch indicated that only 22., or 59.46 
per cent., of the schools financing purchases by other means purchased type-
writers during the 1949-50 school year, indicated the lowest percentage of 
purchases of any enrollment group. 
Methods At E1P8PS:M TYpey,riter Purchases RZ Respondent§ That Charges\ 
A TYoewri ting l.u• 
In Tables XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, and XXXV, the methods of financing type-
writer purchases used by respondents eharg1ng a typewiting fee are listed 
and the number and percentage ot respondents employing each method are 
tabulated by size of the schools. ' 
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,~ Sl 10 19.6 10 100.00 210 28 54.9 2.4 S?.28 ,,o l3 25.49 l2 92.31 1111 
·-· ... , . .,. .. ·~ /6/·u,;.--·· 
!Of AI, )00 29 9 .. 66 :J!1 93.1 20, l OS 35. r.i-O 92 87.~ 7,0 1'7 S2.33 109 69.42 706 
#fvo ~t~ were . not useable. ~ eoh~l ~,. their ~i~n°!' 
ttf}t\le r eturn -wae not us.able. F041" schools did not ind:tcnie M thod. 
***Cbe school did .not ind!eate methcd" 
Jr = ·= == 
Tb.18 table should oo read o.s tollovsa or too 51 schools eurve,'94 in the «r~ l) \dth enroll,11cnts between o and 49, 
11 or 1.06 per cent, purchased typewr i ters onti roly i'r om typewrit ing fooa colleet oo i 101 or 1?.60 per cent, p.17-
chased trt>EJVl'iters pru.""'ti&lly i"l'"Ol:n fees C:t;illeCtod. i;;1,ght, O'r fJQ. 00 JX!)l' Cont, Of tht) ln'ttGl" S<Jh001S P\Jt'ChttSOO type- Vl 
writ.ere during the 1949-1950 aehool ;rear, purchasing a total ot 33 t,POV1"itora q, t h.is net.hod . Thirt,-eeven, or \.'l 
72. 54 per cent, of the school.a purchaBed t1f)&Wrltors ~ other raethcdaJ 22, or 59.46 per cent, ot these eahoola 
purchased a to1;al er 74 t7P0'1riters. 
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'I' ABIE XXXII 
lffl'HCDS OF FINANCING TYmwR?rING Pma!ASES BY RESPONDENrS THAT CHARCE 
A TYPEWR:rrnm FEE AND NUMBER AND PERCENrAGE CF RESPONDDn·s TH.AT PUB.CEASE 
TYPEWRlTERS m EACH M!.'THOD, TABUIATED ACCCRDING TO SIZE CF THE SaIOOLS 
NCRrHEASl' SEar ION 
Size ot Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Per Cent 
School Numbir Entirely Entirely Partial.ly Partially Number by 
Based on Charging From Fram From Fran other other 
Enrollments Fee Fees Fees Fees Fees Meana Means 
0-49 6 1 16.66 5 83.34 
50-99 13 1 7.69 4 30.79 8 61.52 
100-199 12 1 8.33 3 25.00 8 66.67 
200-299 12 4 33.33 5 41.67 3 25.00 
300 or Over 22 2 9.09 12 54.54 8 36.37 
TO!AL 65 8 1.23 25 38.46 32 60.63 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 6 schools with elU"ollments betwen 
0 and 49 that charged tees, 1, or 16.66 per cent, tinanoed typewriter purchases 
partially from f'ees collected, and 5, or 83.34 per cent, financed typewriter 
purchases by other means. 
'rABm XXXIII 
H1'1'HODS CF FDl&'WING TYPEWR?rING Pm.CHASES BY RESPONDMS THAT CHARGE 
A TY!E\.m.:rr ma 'FEE AND NUMlER AND FERCENrAGE OF RESPONDEm'S THAT PURQIASE 
TYFEWRmRS BY EACH J.ErROD, T.ABUI.«IED ACCORDING TO SIZE CF THE SCJiOOIS 
mmmlES'l' ~ ION 
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Sim ot Number Per Cent Number Iv Cmt Per Cent 
School 1tumber Enth"e~ Ent!rely Partially Partially Number by 
Baaed an Charging Fran. Frau Fran From other other 
Enrollments Fee Fees Fees Fees Feea Means Means 
Q..49 7 1 14.28 3 42.86 '.3 42.86 
50-99 9 4 44.44 5 55.56 
100-199 l3 8 61.54 5 38.46 
200,,..299 4 2 50.00 2 50.00 
300 or Oftlr 13 3 23.08 7 53.84 3 23.08 
T<rAL 46 4 8.70 24 52.17 18 39 .. 13 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 7 schools with enrollments 
bet""89n O and 49 that charged fees., 1, er 14.28 per cent, financed typewriter 
purchases entire~ fran fees collected; 3, cr 42.86 per cent, financed type-
writer purchases partialq from fees collected, and 3, or 42.86 per cent, 
financed typewriter purchases by other means. 
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rmrrnns OF FINANCmG TYIEWRlTDiG P!RCP,ASES BY RESP01IDEJ1l'S THAT CRAR<E 
A TYJ:EWRn' Il~G FEF 11.J.'ID NUMBER AND rERCE~lr P.GE OF RESPONDE':lTS THAT PURCUASE 
TYFEWRJTERS BY EACH r,ETHOD t T ADULATED ACCffiDnm TO srzE OF THE SCROOIS 
sour HWEST sror Im 
Size of Number Per Cent Number l>er Cent &r Cent 
School Number Ent:!rely Entirely Part~ Partial:cy, Number by 
Based Cll Charging Fran Fran From Fran other Other 
Enrollments l'ee Fees Fees Fees Fees Means Means 
G-49 8 6 75.00 2 25.00 
50--99 22 l 4.56 10 45.45 ll 50.00 
100-199 17 5 29.53 10 58.8-i 2 11.65 
200-299 4 3 75.00 l 25.00 
300 ar Over 7 2 28.57 42.86 2 28.57 
T<l'AL 58 11 18.96 29 50.00 18 30.04 
'fhis table should be read as follows: Of the 8 schools 'With enrollments 
between O and 49 that eharged tees, 6~ or 75.00 per cent, financed typevriter 
purchases partially tran fees collected, and 2, or 2;.00 per cent, financed 
t7Jl8Writer purchases 1:u other 1'11&8118 .. 
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TABIE XXXV 
!fflHODS CF Fil'lPJWlllG TYFEWRrfER PmCHi\SES BY RESPaIDEt~S THAT CH.AR@: 
A TYm-:11.rrnm rnF. !:..ND NUMBER AND HmCEifl:'AGE (F RESPONDJJI-lTS 'l'HAT PIROHA.SE 
TYFEWRI'fli'-1lS BY EACH ifflHOD, TABULA'I'ED ACCORDING TO SIZE CF THE SCHOOIS 
sourHEASl' SE01' ION 
Size of Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Per Cent 
School Number E.nth-e~ Entirely l:artially Partially Number by 
Baaed on Charging From Fran From Fran other Other 
Enrollments Fee Fees Fees Fees Fees Means . 1 ., t-i',m,_ 
0--49 3 1 33.33 2 66~67 
50-99 15 10 66 .. «l 5 33.33, 
100-199 15 1 6.&7 7 ~.67 7 l.f,.fx, 
200-...."99 7 2 28.'n 5 71.43 
300 or over 9 3 33.33 6 66,.67 
'l'arAL 49 6 12.24 29 59.,19 14 28.5'7 
'this table should be read as tollovs: Of the 3 schools vith enrollments bet'WeEm 
O and 49 that charged fees, 1, or 33.33 per oent, financed typevriter puroll8.S9S 
pertially :from tees collected, and 2. or 66.67 por cent~ financed typewrite:l"' 
purchases by other moons. 
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In each section of the state, with the exception of the northeast 
section, the method of financing typewriter purchases most commonly used by 
schools that charged a typewriting fee was "partially from typewriting fees." 
The southeast section had the highest percentage of schools using this method, 
59.19 per cent. 
The method of financing employed by the lowest percentage of schools in 
all sections was the method of financing entirely from fees collected. The 
northeast section, ·with 1.23 per cent of the schools employing this method, 
was the section with the lowest percentage using the method. 
The data in Table XXXVI indicate that 48.16 per cent of the schools that 
charged typewriting fees financed typewriter purchases partially from the 
typewriting fees. Only 13.30 per cent of the schools indicated that the 
typewriter purchases were made entirely from typewriting fees collected. 
In all, nearly two-thirds of the schools that charged typewriting fees 
followed the practice of purchasing typewriters wholly or partly from funds 
provided by the fees collected. 
The 200-299 enrollment group showed the highest percentage of schools 
purchasing typewriters entirely from typewriting fees, and the 50-99 enrol-
lment group had the lowest percentage in this department, with only 3.38 per 
cent. 
Purchases financed partially from typewriting fees had the highest 
percentage in the 300-0r-over enrollment group; 54.90 per cent of the 
schools in this group employed this method of financing typewriter purchases. 
In the 0-49 enrollment group, only 41.66 per cent of the schools used this 
method. 
The 0-49 enrollment group indicated the highest percentage of schools 
that financed typewriter purchases by other means. With 54.16 per cent of 
the schools indicating that purchases uere financed by other means, it was 
just Q .• 74 per cent lower than the high of 54. 90 (300-or-over enrollment group) 
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TA.BIB XXXVI 
l'ErHODS OF FINANCI NG TYIEL·JRJTE'R Pilt00.1JES B"i RESmIDEln'S THlfl' CliJ.RGf5 
A 'l'YR!;\JU'l' TIIG FEE MID N'.1?1:mR J\1ID rERCEtll'J\!Ail: CF RESPONDJ!N.t'S TF ..Rr PtllCH.ASE 
TYE1tfil1TERS BY EACH Hi!JI'HOD, 'l'ABUT ..... 4TED ACCffiDING TO STZE OF THE SCHOOL 
She ot lumber Per Cent Number Per Cent Per Cent 
Sehool Numbor Entire'.cy' Entirely PartieJ.l;r Pa.rt !ally Number CG" 
Based al Charging From Fran From From. other other 
Enrol lmen\s Fee Fees Foos Fees Fees Means Means 
Q../;.9 24 l 4. 16 10 41.66 13 54.16 
50-99 59 2 3.38 71 45.76 :30 50.84 
loo-199 57 7 12.28 28 49.12 22 38.59 
200-299 'Z'1 9 33.34 12 44.1.4 6 22. 22 
300_ .CU' °'9r' 51 10 19.60 28 54.90 13 25.49 
TOl'AL 218 29 13.)0 105 48.16 38.5) 
This t able should be read as tollovs: or the 24 schools 'With enrollments 
between O and 49 that charged tees, 1, or 4.16 per cent, f:bianeed typewriter 
purchases entlrel3' i"raJ1 tees eolleetedJ lO, or 41.66 per cent, financed type-
m-iter purchases pn-tially fran tees collected, and 13, or 54.16 per cent, 
financed typevriter purcbases 1:o" other means. 
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indicating that purchases were financed partially from fees collected. The 
200-299 enrollment group indicated the lowest percentage of schools employing 
other means of financing the type,a-iter purchases. This low was only 22.22 
per cent. 
It is interesting to note that the 0-49 enrollment group contained the 
highest percentage of schools financing purchases by other means, and this 
enrollment group indicated the lowest percentage of schools charging type-
writing fees. The .300-or-over enrollment group was the group in which the 
highest percentage of schools financed purchases partially from typewriting 
fees collected, and this enrollment group indicated that 100 per cent of the 
schools charged typewriting fees. 
Supplies~ AyaiJ.able ,12 Students .EI2m Funds Collected ,wm Trnewriting 
~-
In the northeast section, as indicated by the data in Table XXXVII, the 
only items of supply or service made available by 100 per cent of the schools 
of any enrollment group were type-writer ribbons and cleaning and repair 
service. 
In three enrollment groups, o-49, 100-199, and 200-299, ribbons were 
supplied by 100 per cent of the schools. In only two enrollment groups, 
5D-99 and 200-299, was cleaning and service made available by 100 per cent of 
the schools. 
"Other items of supply" vas the item least frequently mentioned as sup-
plied by schools in the northeast section. Only 4.61 per cent of these 
schools supplied items other than those specifically named in the question-
naire. 
In the northwest section, as indicated by the data in Table XXXVIII, 
the ribbons and cleaning and repair service ~ere the only items supplied by 
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SUPPLIES HADE AVAILABIE TO STUDE!fl't: FROM FU ros OOUECIT,D FROM 
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0-49 6 6 100.00 l 16.66 4 66.66 1 16.66 2 33.33 2 :33.33 2 3J.33 4 66.66 
50-99 13 11 84.61 1 7.69 10 76.92 8 61.53 10 76.92 3 23.rfl 13 100.00 l 7.70 
100-199 12 12 100.00 · 1 s .33 7 ss.33 9 75.00 10 8.3.33 2 16.66 10 83.33 1 s.3.4 
200,.299 12 12100.00 8 66.66 3 25.00 8 66.66 4 33.33 12 100.00 
300-0ver 22 21 95.45 2 9.09 13 59.09 9 40.90 15 68.18 1 4.54 16 72.72 21 95.45 1 4•55 
' 
TOfAIS 65 62 95.3S !1 7.(i:J 42 64.61 30 46.15 45 69.24 6 9.23 24 36.92 60 92.30 3 4.6l 
This table should be read as foll ows, Of the 6 schools charging fees il'l the nor t heast section \lith enrollmente 
between O and 49, 6, ar 100.00 per cent, suppl.,v typewit!ng r i bbons trom funds col lected from typewriting tees; 
1, ar 16.66 per cent, of theae schools charging tees supply t ypeYrit:ing paper. O'> 
Vo) 
TABIE XXXVI II 
SUPPLIES l-1.iJ)E AVAILABIE TO 5I' UDErsrrs FROM FUNDS COLLECTED FROM 
TYn,3WRJT nm FEES AND PmCENI' AGE OF SCHOOLS MAKING EACH 
JTEH CF SUPPLIES AVAI LA.BIE, TABULATED ACCCRDIMG TO SIZE CF f.CHOOIS 
NORrHWEST SEC'l' I ON 
tll 14 
a . ~ ~ .i J4 ! 11 ~ :. Js i 
~ ! i ! i i! ~ j i jf i _, i! i j n 5 i Ji i! I i 
.§!k Cll ;rd':: tll,a b 1n·k kl fll! k8 fllJa ;:r cn g. ;? 65 ,!>./~ i ~ k i I 
Size ot ~ ! 8: 1:i 11 g. ~ 1: ~ } ~ ~ ~ ' · j ~ B; ~ ; i ~ § rJl ~ ~ g: §. ~. J B: 't1 t:: 
sch~1 ~ ~ i ~. j (/) ~ a ( tll. t.t ~ ~ Cl) . o ~. 65 ~ c5 ;:: Cl) 8 o j c.-1 S Cl) ~ a 11 Js 1 ~ ~ Base on • A • orl ,-. • ~ ,.. • ,.. • • • • • IQ 
Enrollment .£ ~ 6 ~ :1 ~ ~ .f .-~ ~ .!! & ,~ ~ l ~ l .~ ~ l ,g ~ ! £ 1§ P 11 .o ~ } .!: - e> ~ 
G-49 7 7 100.00 2 2s.57 5 71.42 , 42.e; 3 42.ss 2 2s .57 1 14.28 7 100.00 
50-99 9 9 100.00 1 11.11 6 66.66 5 55.55 6 66.66 1 ll.ll 8 88.88 3 33.33 
100-199 13 13 100.00 1 7.69 9 69.23 6 46.15 8 61.5' 3 23.(f/ 2 15.38 12 92.30 2 15.38 
200-299 4 2 ;o.oo 1 25.00 1 25.00 1 25.00 1 2;.00 2 ;o.oo 
300-0ver 13 11 84.61 2 15.38 6 46.15 7 53.84 6 46.15 9 69.23 3 23.Cfl 
TOfALS JI, 44 95.65 4 8.70 23 50.00 20 43.48 25 54.'.34 7 15.21 10 21.74 38 82.61 8 17.39 
This table should be read as !'ollowa, Of the 7 schools oharging f'eea in the northwest aection 'W 1th enrollments 
between o and 49, 7, or loo per cent, supply t ypewriting ribbons from rum s oolleoted tran typevr1t1ng :teesJ 2, 
or 2a.57 per cent, supply typewriting paper trom rums collectt'!d from t ypewriting fees. .9: 
in the 0-49, 50-99, and 100-199 enrollment groups supplied ribbons. The 
0-49 enrollment group l-JaS t he only group in the northwest section in which 
cleaning and re:p3ir service was made available by 100 per cent of the schools. 
Typewiting paper was the item of supply made available by the lowest per-
centage of schools. Only 4, or 8.70 per cent, of the schools supplied this 
item from fees collected. Typewriter ribbons v1as the item most £requentJ.y 
supplied; 95.65 per cent of the schools supplied ribbons. 
In the southwest section, Table XXXIX, the only supplies or services 
made available by 100 per cent of any enrollment group were typewriter 
ribbons and cleaning and repair service. Typewriter ribbons an:i cleaning 
and repair service were made available by 100 per cent of the schools in the 
~9 enrollment group, while only typewriter ribbons were made available by 
100 per cent of the schools in the JOO-or-over group. 
The data for the southeast section as indicated in Table XL reveal 
that ribbons and cleaning and repair service were the only itelllS supplied 
by 100 per cent of the schools in any enrollment group. In the 0-49, 
200-299, and the JOO-or-over groups both items were supplied by 100 per cent 
of the schools. Cleaning and repair service was supplied by 100 per cent 
of the schools in only one enrollment group, the 100-199 group. Cleaning and 
repair service was the item of supply made available most frequently; 97.95 
per cent of the schools supplied this item. None of the schools in the 
southeast section supplied "other" items of supply. 
Table XLI is a summary of the situation for the entire state. In 
Table XLI it is significant that the data reveal that not a single item 
of supply was made available by 100 per cent of the schools. The highest 
percentage registered was the 92.20 per cent of schools supplying typewriter 
ribbons. The lowest percentage was for "other11 items, with only 11,.., or 7.34 
per cent, of the schools making such items available. 
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<::J-49 3 3 100.00 2 66.66 2 66. fh 1 .33.33 1 33 .33 1 3.3,33 3 100.00 
50-99 15 ll 73 • .33 2 13.33 11 73 .33 8 53.3.3 9 60.00 5 33,'.33 3 20.00 14 93 .33 
100-199 15 14 93.33 6 40. 00 13 86.66 9 60.00 13 86.66 4 26.66 2 1.3,33 15 100.00 
200-299 7 7 100. 00 3 42.85 5 71.42 5 71.42 4 57.14 1 11¥~28 3 42.85 7 100.00 
300-0ver 9 9 100.00 l 11.ll l 11.n 2 22.22 9 100.00 










This table should be read e.s f'ollO\-Jst or the 3 schoola charging f oes in the southeast section with enrollments 
bet'Ween O and 49, 3, ar 100. 00 per cent , supply typeuriting ribbons from i'ums collected from tyrewrlting fees; 
21 or 66.66 per cent, of these sohools charging fees supply tY"POwr i ting paper. 
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TABIE XLI 
SUPPLIES MADE AVAILABI.E TO STUDENI'S FRCM FUNDS COLLECI'ED FROM 
TYPEWRrtING FEES COLI.ECI'ED MID NUMBER AND FERCENI'AGE CF SCHOOLS MAKING EACH 
. TIEM CF SUPPLIES AVAILABIE, TABULATED ACCCRDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
co J. Js ~ 't4 ti0 !1 
r:: I S.. s ~ J.t o O ~ ~ J:jlJ a 
r-1801 - ! i ~J.t ~} ~ ~ i ~! j al ~! ~ ~ i ~ Ji ~~ j ~ e .... S' E-i 8, §' ~ O §' t A §- bO A !;1 P.. tlO ~ §- 8 e,-. g. c:., Cll p..,c O p.. 
-a rr.. k Cl) kif Cl) ~ :c Cl) g, ::1 ~ Cl) !l k g cfi ;1 k Cl) B. k Cl) k !! cfi a k Ji ! 
size or Cl) ~ 8: ~ 01 8: ti0 +" ~ Is: 1= i:i.. Is: g. +> +" 8: a, +" +> &; +> Cll P. +> P. ig. +> M E; +" +" 
'H'M ::r G>A ::re St.. ::1 QlC ;,A.. g~ ::rta fil3 :;:r iJ.t g. ~ §'a, ~,!:t::, ~H 
School o ~ Cll o .8 Cll .;.i o ~ Cll J.t o o tll o "M tll o '" Cll ., o G> tll o Cll ix: o A tfl al o J.t 
,., +> ~ - Cl) ~ bO r-1 bO r-1 0 ~ CO S Cl) 
Based on • • J.t .o • or1 J.t ~ • P.. J.t • s:: J.t p.. • J.t p.. • J.t o • J.t • "' J.t Cl> • a, J.t .i::: 
EnrolJrncmt ~~ .g if e; ~ ~ if i1 ~~ if ~ ~ ::1 & g ~ P E.f tS ~ ~ rf ,3 ~ Ff ~ a ~ 8 ~ ti if o 
0-49 24 24 100.00 6 25.00 17 70.83 9 37.50 10 41.66 6 25.00 4 16.66 22 91.66 
50-99 59 51 S6.M, 8 13.55 44 74.57 38 64.40 41 69.49 14 23.78 5 8.47 56 94.91 7 13.56 
100-199 57 55 96.49 9 15.78 39 68.L..2 32 56.14 39 68.42 11 19.29 9 15.78 53 92.98 5 8.77 
200-299 27 23 85.18 4 14.81 15 53.55 8 29.62 14 51.85 2 7.40 9 33.33 24 88.88 
300-0ver 51 48 94.11 4 7.84 20 39.21 17 '.33.33. 24 47.05 1 1.96 'Z'/ 52.94 45 88.23 4 7.84 
---
TOfAIS 218 201 92.20 31 14.22 115 52.75 104 47.70 128 58.71 34 15.60 54 24.77 200 91.74 16 7.34 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 24 schools charging fees wj_th enroll'!lents bet-ween O and 49, 24, or 
100.00 per oent, supplied typewriting ribbons froru fums collected f'ran the typewriting fees. 
°' ro 
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In only one enrollment group, 0-,4.9, was it indicated that 100 per cent 
of the schools made any single item of supply available to the students. In 
the 0-49 group this particular item of supply was typewriter ribbons. The 
50-99 enrollment group indicated tmt 94.91 per cent of the schools furnished 
cleaning and repair service. This was the highest percentage of any enrollment 
group making this particular service available. 
Number~ Percentage .Qt School.a in Which Pupil@ Attended Commercial 
Contests. 
It is significant to note from the data presented in Table XLII that 
the northwest section had the highest percentage of schools in which students 
attended commercial contests, and that the southwest section had the lowest 
percentage. The 100-199 enrollment group had the highest percent8ge of 
schools in which students attended commercial contests, with S5.71 per cent. 
The data in Table XLIII indicate that in 144, or 48 per cent, of all 
schools surveyed students attended commercial contests during the 1949-50 
school year. The 100-199 enrollment group, with 45, or 66.17 per cent, of the 
schools attending the contests, had the highest percentage of any enrollment 
group. 
Table XLIV presents data concerning the expenses involved in attending 
commercial contests and the expenses t ht:it were paid from typewriting fees by 
those schools that charged a typewriting fee. 
vlhile 92.36 per cent of the schools indicated thnt transportation expense 
was involved in attending the commercial contests, only 14.58 per cent of the 
schools a ttending indicated tha t t his expense was paid from t ypewriting fees 
collected. 
There 'Were 45. 83 per cent of the schools reporting trl3t meals were the 
next item of expense most frequently involved in attending commercial contests; 






NUMBER AND F8RCEm'AGE CF SCHOOLS IN WHICH PUPI !S A'l'TEND C0f'1E...'1.CI.A.L C1l ITES'1'S , AND 
NUMBER AND PZRCENl'AGE a' SCHOOLS CHAROfflG n rmmrrmo FEES IN WHICH P(F>II.S ATTEND 
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14 3 21.4,-'2 l 33 .331 17 7 4]..17 4 57.141 15 1 6.66 0 O 5 2 40.00 1 50.00 





17 10 58.82 6 60.00 14 12 85. 71 10 83.33 18 11 61.11 11 100. 00119 l2 63_.1; 8 66.66 
13 11 s4.6111 100.00 , 2 40.00 2 100 .. 00 ; 2 40,00 2 100.ool 7 4 57.14 4 100.00 
22 9 40.90 9 100.00 13 4 30.76 4 100.00 7 4 57.14 4 100. 001 9 S 55.55 5 100.00 
92 4S 52.17 31,, 70.8)1 68 37 54. li-l 25 67.561 77 'Z'/ 35.06 26 96.291 63 32 5().79 26 81.25 
This table should be read as f'ollowss Of t he 14 schools surveyed in the N'orthcast seotion \.Ji th enrollments 
betveen O and 49, 3, or 21.42 per cent, at.tended commercial contests; 1, or 33. 33 per ce:r.t , of the schools 
attending contests charged a ty~ Yriting fee. 
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TABIE XLIII 
NUMBER MID FERGEN'!' AGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH RE Rm.'ED THm.' PUPIIS ATTENDED 
COMMERCIAL COMI'ESTS DURING THE 1949-19S0 SCHOOL YEAR, .AND NU!.f3ER AND 
PERCENTAGE CF THESE SCHOOlS IN WHiat TY1EWR1TING FEE IS CHARGED, 
TABULATED ACCORDING TO SIZE CF SQI 00!.S 
Size or 
School Number ~ghool& iD ?lJ:!ich fgnil1 Attend Ca11?1etg~gl Qsmt~gta 
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Based cm ot Mo. of Per Cent No. Charging Per Cent Charging 
Enro11ro,nt Schools Schools ot Schools Typewriting fa T;n:,ewritmg Fee 
D-49 51 13 25.49 6 46.15 
5o-99 100 45 45.00 29 64.J.4 
100-199 68 45 66.17 35 77.77 
20Q..299 30 19 63.33 19 100 .• 00 
300-Cver 51 22 43.13 22 100.00 
TCl'AL 300 4B.OO 111 77.08 
This table should be read as f ollovss or the 51 schools with enrollments 
between O and 49, 13, or 25.49 per cent, attended canmercial contests., and 6, 





'l' ABIE XLIV 
NUMBER OF SCHOO!.S rn WH ICH PUPILS K~"'TEND'ED COMH! RCIJ.L cmmSTs DURffiG 
THE 1949-1950 ~CHOOL YRAR, EXrENSES mvoLVED DT ATTENDING COM-1ERCIAL CCNI'ESTS, 
NU1IDF..R AHD mRCENT AGE CF SatOOI.S mcmRING EACH EXFENSE , All.TD 'r'IlE NUMBER 
AND FERCil!Nl'AGE CF SCHOOLS PAYING EXPENSES FROM TYIEWR1l'ING F'.!:.ES COLIECl'ED, 
'l' ABUU.TED ACCORDI UG TO SIZE CF SCHOOIS 
ltum1:>er and Percentage ot Schools That Number and Percentage or Schools That 
Nttlllber Reported Variais Expenses Involved in Paid Various Contest Expenses trom 
Sehoole 4:!i~IDSms gM1111111tg~1J Q~1d1· :Ivarnril i111, E•a 
Attending 'r.r m:lS'OS'A':ta. t lgn ~1111a - E;tn F !11~ Tan1nor~at!sm 11!1:La Enmlu Enrollme!\t_1__~__Q_ontests No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent lio. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
°""'49 lJ 13 100.00 2 15.)8 3 23.('f'/ 2 15.3S 1 7.69 1 7.69 
50-99 45 40 S?-.S8 19 1.;2.22 17 37 .7'7 7 15. 55 2 4.44 5 ll.ll 
100-199 45 39 S6 .ti) 23 51.ll 17 "37.77 6 13 . '.33 8 17.77 
200-299 19 19 100.00 11 '57.89 2 10. 52 2 10. 52 
300 or Over 22 22 100.00 11 50.00 4 18.18 4 1s . 1s l 4.84 3 13.63 
TOfAL 1.44 133 92.36 66 11-5.~ '3 29.16 21 14.;s 4 2.70 17 11.80 
This t a.ble should be read as follo'Wss or the 13 schools with enrol lments between O and 49 that att ended commercial 
contests during the 1949-1950 school year, 13, or 100.00 per cent, incul'?'ed transpor tatim expensesJ 21 or 15.38 
per cent, incurred meals expense, and 3, or 23.(17 per cent, incurred entry fee expenses. Two, or 15.38 per cent, 
ot the schools paid transportation expanses from fees collectec'\ ; 1, or 7.69 par cent, paid meals expense :rran type-
Yrlting fees oolleeted, and 1, or 7.69 per cent, paid entry f ees :i'ran t ypewriti."lg f ees collected. 
~ 
A few r espondents made r emarks under item No. 23 of the questionnaire 
explaining certain things concerning t he way t hey had che cked t he ques tions 
concerning t he expenses involved in attending commercial contest s . One 
respondent indicated t hnt t he teacher furnished trnnsportation for t he 
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students t o contests at Enid and Tulsa, and t ha t about $8.00 for transportation 
was involved. 
Other r espondents indicated t hat contest expenses were f i nanced by such 
means as earning funds from a program; paying expenses from t he activity fund, 
and students' paying t heir own expenses in ent irety or 1n part, the other part 
being paid by the schools. 
There seemed to be no definite pattern observed by all schools in p::iyine 
the expenses involved in attending commercial contests. 
Number .Q! Schools Indicating A Desire~ Receive! Report Qi.~ Survey. 
From t he data in Table XLVI, it is indicated that almost one-third, 31.33 
per cent, of t he schools surveyed desired to receive a report of the survey. 
or this number• 74, or 78.72 per cent, charged a type\.Jriting fee. 
Additional Comments 2£. Suggestions. 
There seemed to be ardent supporters on both sides of the question of 
charging typewriting fees. 
Some of the remarks made were as follows: 
Northeast Section 
A school in the 0-49 enrollment group remarked that it was a small 
school and that as the type\.Jriter upkeep was small, the school could bear the 
expense. Another school in the 0-49 enrollment group replied that the school 
furnished everything for the typewriting classes, and no typewriting fee was 
charged. 
A respondent from the 50-99 enrollment group in the northeast section 
stated, "All fees should be eliminated." On the other hand, a typical 
TABIE XLV 
NUMBER (F SCHOOL') I HDICATING !JF.SDtE TO R~CEJVE A RE PORT ON THE 
SURVEY' NUMBER AND iERCEJ\11' AGE OF smoo:r...s D>':SffiING R£PORI' THAT 
CHARGE A TY.FE\,Jl11'l'ING F'f:1~, TABtJI.ATED ACCORDIOO TO SIZE CF SCHOOIS 
AND SECT IONS OF THE $'T AT'P~ 
NOOHEASl' NORl'HWEST SOUl'HWEm' S0t1l'HEAST 
! ~ "E ttl)i ~ M : !aPI i ,-f i b04> fi M G) ttl)G) 
CQ : -g 1! ! ~ P< Vl ! lt P< ~ P< a) : l t P< .s:. CQ ;. ~ 1! :. ~:. 
8 ~ ~ 8. ~ i' 8 t.O r-i 8. !a/)fo ~.e, 8. tlO E-t 8. tlO~ ~ t 'd. ~ ~ 8. tlOfo ~ fo 
'5 ..;~: _s<DAJ.113 .S ~J!j~~~ 'a £I ~J!j !111~] ~ .::1 ~: !l ~ 
'-'i ~ 'CJ) ~ .p ttO ~ & .p ~ f/l .!:I .p t\l) J:J e .p ti) ~ .p t\l) J1 o .p o (/) ~ .p "° J:i J .p ~ 
o ze 0.1. fH ~ s:: ~ m £! ~ ; s::: ;i m s:: cn s::: !I co s:: en s:: .S en s:: 
School o A 8 l1 ~ ~ o ~ o A ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 !i ~ i ~ ~ 
Baaed o.n • • J..c U> • jg J..c P. • • J..c Cll • A Jof A • • J.-t m • A J.. A • • J.-t Ill • p., "1 p., 
Enro1lmmlt __ --~ ___ -~----te ~- ~ o if-~- ~ ~ &_.~. ~ ... ~- if I ~ ~ if ~ ~ J!1 &_ ~ _ JL _ ~. _ _££ ~ g~_ l ~ 
D-49 14 ; 35.71 2 40.00 17 5 29.41 3 60.oo 15 3 20.00 1 33.33 I 5 1 20.00 
5()..99 26 7 26.92 7 100.00 19 7 :%.S4 3 42.85 32 9 28.12 6 66.66 I 23 5 21.73 4 80.00 
100-199 17 5 29.41 3 60.oo 14 7 50.00 7100.00 1s 9 so.oo s ss .ss 19 4 21.05 4100.00 
200-299 l3 2 15.38 2 100.00 5 1 20 .• 00 l 100.00 5 2 40.00 l 50.00 7 .3 42.85 .3 100.00 
300-Qver 22 9 40.90 9 100.00 13 5 ,s.46 5 100.00 7 1 14.22 1 100.00 9 4 44.44 4 100.00 
TOl'.AL 92 28 30.43 23 82.14 68 25 36.76 19 76.00 71 24 31.16 17 70.83 63 17 26.98 15 88.23 
This table should be read as follows: In the northeast section, 5, or 35. 71 per oent , of the 14 schools with 
enrollments between O and 49 ind:i.cated n desire t o receive a report on the auNey. T,,,o, or 40.00 per cent, or the 




NUMlER AND PERCENTAGE CF RESPONDENI'S REQUESIING A RERRT ON THE SURVEY 
AND THE NUMBER AND IERCENrAGE OF TIESE RESPONDENI'S TH/ll' CHARGE A 
TYIEWR?l'ING FEE, TABUUl'ED ACCCRDING TO SIZE CF SCHOOIS 
Size of' Number Per Cent 
School number Number Per Cent Requesting Requesting 
Based on of Requesting Requesting Report that Report that 
Enrollment Schools Repo:t Report Charge Fee Charge Fee 
0-49 51 14 z,.45 6 42.86 
50-99 100 28 28.00 20 71.43 
100-199 68 25 36.76 22 88.oo 
200-299 30 8 26.67 7 87.50 
300 or Over 51 19 37.25 19 100.00 
TCl'AL 300 94 31.33 74 78.72 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 51 schools surveyed Yli th enroll-
ments between O and 49, 14, or Zl.45 per cent, desired to receive a report on 
the survey; 6, or 42.86 per cent, of these 6 schools charge a typewriting fee. 
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statement made by a respondent from the 50-99 enrolL"'llent group was as follows: 
"I think that a fee large enough to care for cleaning and repair should be 
charged - $1.00 per month possibly!" 
Northwest Section~ 
One respondent in the 5<>-99 enrollment group rem9rked that it was found 
best to have the district buy and maintain all typewriters, and the students 
bear other school expenses, such as 1x>oks, paper, and contest expenses. 
A school in the 100-199 enrol1ment group that did not charge a typewriting 
fee purchased 25 typewriters duri.-rig t he 1949-50 school year as replacements and 
purchased 2 additional typewriters for the laboratories. 
Southwest Section. 
One school in the 50-99 enrollment group replied, "Our typing fees are 
paid into the activity fund and are used for any expense." 
Southeast Section 
Two schools in the 50-99 enroll'llent group stated tha t no fees were 
charged for typewriting; yet repairs, ribbons, and cleaning supplies were 
furnished, and ti.to or three nev typewriters were purchased each year from 
the general budget. 
On the other hand, one respondent from the 50-99 enrollment group 
remarked that the commercial department is in much better shape since the 
school began charging a typevriting fee about 3 years ago. 
A respondent in the 200-299 enrollment group stated that if there ·was 
ever a reasonably sufficient amount of funds in the general fund, the type-
vriting fee would be discontinued. 
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CHAP'i'IB IV 
SUllHAH.Y OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RF.COl-:lMENDATIOll3 
The purpose of this study, as set forth in Chapter I, is to investigate 
the current practices in charging fees in type-writing courses in selected 
white public high schools of Oklahoma, and to determine what the s tu.dents are 
receiving in return in the wy of supplies, use of textbooks, and miscel-
laneous items. 
Data were collected through questionnaires mailed to the schools 
selected for study. All of the questionnaires were mailed and returned to 
the investigator during the months of October and November, 1950. Data 
obtained through the questionnaires vere presented in Chapter III. 
Summary of Findings 
The findings -were SUL'IDlarized as .answers to the specific questions that 
were listed in the analysis of the pz-o';j].91~ 5..n C.:iapter I . The same procedure 
is follO\led in presenting the conclusions. 
1. f!Q!! man.y schools offer first-year tzyewri t irnr? 
Two hundred r,inety-eight, or 99.3.3 per cent, of t he 300 schools surveyed 
offered the first-year typewriting course. In 2 geographical sections , the 
northwest and the southeast, 100 per cent of the schools surveyed offered 
first-year typewriting. The 0~9 enrollment group was the only group in 
which less than 100 per cent of the schools offered first-year typev1riting. 
2. How™ schools offer second-year typewriting? 
There were 259, or 86.3.3 per cent, of the schools offeri..rig second-year 
typei-zriting. This \.IaS a much loi;er percentage than that .fotmd for first-
year typewriting. In no enrollment group were 100 per cent of the schools 
offering second-year typewriting; the highest percentage was in the 100-199 
enrollment group in which 65, or 95.60 per cent, of the schools offered 
second-year typewriting. The northeast section of t he stnte had t he highest 
percentage of schools offering second-year typewriting; Sl, or 89.0l per cent, 
of t hese schools offered second-year typewriting. 
3. llmt ™ schools charge ~ typewriting ~ for first-year t;roe'WTiting? 
It was f ound that 218, or 73.18 ~..,e.r cent, of the schools offering type-
writing charged a fee for first-year typewriting. The lowest percentage of 
schools charging a fee was found in the 0-li,9 enrollment group; 24, or l/d.97 
per cent, of these schools charged a fee for first-year typewriting. All of 
the 51 schools with enrollments of 300 or over charged a fee for first-year 
typevJri ting. 
The nortln.rest section of the state, witb only 46, or 67.64 per cent, of 
the schools offe!ing first-year typmJriting charging a fee, registered the 
lowest percentage. The southeast section, with 49, or 77.77 per cent, of the 
schools offe,:-ing first-year typ0\Jriting charging a fee, had t he hi ghest per-
centage. 
The r ange of fees char ged :for first-year typewriting was from 35¢ per 
semester to j 12.50 per semester. The most common fee chareed for f irst-year 
typevJriting wns ~~2.50 per semester; 52, or 23.85 per cent, of all schools 
charging a fee, cr~rged this fee per semester. The next most common fee 
charged was :i J.00 per semester; .31, or ]},,.19 per cent, of the schools charging 
a fee charged this fee per semester for f irst-year typewriting. 
One school charged $7.50 per semester f or first-year typevJriting, and 
the respondent stated th.st it was cheaper for the school to rent typewriters 
than to try to own the typewriters. This seems rather obvious 'When the students 
are paying the rental fees for the use of the typewriters. 
Only one school charged ~12.50 per semester for first-year typewriting. 
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!.,. How~ schools charge !l typewriting~ f91: second-yenr typewriting? 
There were 191, or 73. 74 per cent , of the schools offering second-year 
typewriting that charged a fee for t his course. The lowest percentage of 
schools charging a fee by enrol]Jnent groups w::1s the 0-49 group wi·th 17, or 
43.58 per cent, of the schools charging a type-writing fee. The 300-or-over 
group indicated that 46, or 100 per cent, of the schools charged a type-writing 
fee for second-year typewriting. 
The nortJn.Iest section and the southeast section registered the lowest 
and highest pe-rccntages respectively of schools charging a f ee for second-
year typewriting. The highest was 78.18 per cent, southeast, and the lowest 
was 69.09 per cent in the northwest. 
For second-year typewriting, t he range of fees was from 35¢ per semester 
to $12.50 per semester . The most common fee charged for second-year typewrit-
ing was ~l2.50 per semester; 48, or 21 ... 09 per cent, of the .schools chnrging a 
fee charged t his ru::ount per semester. The next mos t common f ee charged was 
$1.50 per semester; 27, or 13.55 per cent, of the schools ch1rgi ng a fee charged 
this runount per semester. The third most comrr.on fee charged for second-year 
typewriting was $3.00 per semester, witJ;i 26, or 13.05 per cent, charging this 
amount. 
The same school that rented typewriters for $7.50 per semester in first-
year tyPewriting did this for second-year typewriting, and the same school 
that charged $12.50 per semester for first-year typewriting, also charged 
$12.50 per semester for second-year typewriting. 
5. How mm students ™ enrolled ill first-mi: tYpe;Writi~? 
A total of 12,227 students were enrolled in first-year typewriting in the 
schools surveyed. The northeast section had the highest enrollment figure; 
there were 3,900 students enrolled in first-year typewriting in that section. 
6. li9Ji ~students~ enrolled in second-™ twwriting? 
There were 5,132 students enrolled in the second-year typewriting in 
the schools surveyed. The northeast section showed the highest enrollment 
with 1,630 students enrolled 1n the second-year typewiting. 
GO 
The total for both first-year and second-year typewriting classes is 
17,359. With a total of 6,506 typewriters reported in the laboratories of 
the schools, it was found that t he average number of typewiting students per 
t~,riter f or the state was 2.67. 
7. ~ are ~ methods 2i ill& various schools for maintaining 9J: 
hanqJ,ing the typewriting fees collected? 
It was f ound that 108, or 49.54 per cent, of the schools charginr: a fee 
maintained the funds collected in the student activity f'und. Next in frequency 
'WSS maintaining the fee in a separate fund. There were 93, or 42.67 per cent, 
of the schools ch~r cing n fee that employed this met hod. SL"rteen, or 7.34 per 
cent, of the schools maintained fees by "other methods." "Other met hods" 
consisted of paying funua collected direct to the rental agency, maintaining 
funds in t he general fund of the Board of Education, or maintaining a f u..'ld 
in which t he commercial de:part ment bad cc,mplete control of disbursal of all 
fees collected. 
In only one section, the southeost , was it found tha t the method of 
maintaining the fees in a separate fund was used m0re frequently than all 
other met hods. Twenty- six, or 53.06 per cent, of the s chools in t his section 
maintained t he fees collected in a sepa..-rate fund . 
8 . ~ proportion .!ll'. ~ schools ~ offered first-year typewriting 
~ schooJ. year !t2m. ~6-ltl !212.2ll-2l,_ inclusive? 
No section of t he s tate indicated t hat 100 per cent of the schools 
surveyed had offered first-year typewriting each school year turing the 
five-year period. The northwest section was first with €:I:,, ar 97.06 per cent, 
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of the schools having offered first-year typewriting each school year. This 
was followed by t he northeast section, with 89, or 96.74 per cent; the south.-
east -with &J, or 95.24 per cent; and the southwest with 68, <F 90.00 per cent. 
Four respondents failed to anmJer the quest ion as it pertained to first-
year typewiting. One respondent indicated that first-year typewriting had 
not been offered during t he last five-year period, and one return was not 
useable. 
9. ill:ai ;m:oportion £! ~ schools~. offered second-m.r, typewriting 
~ school D£ ~ ~~ 12 12iQ-21., inclusive? 
No section of the state indicated that 100 per cent of the schools 
surveyed had offered second-year typewriting each school year during the 
five-year period. The northeast section offered second-year typewriting 
most frequently during t he five-year period, with 76, or 82.62 per cent, of 
the schools offering it each year f<F the five-year period. Next in frequency 
was the southeast section with 51, or 80.95 per cent, and tied for l ast were 
the northwest and the southwest sections with 70.00 per cent offering second-
year typewriting each year. 
It is significant to note that there were five schools t ha t had not 
off f>,red second-year type,, ri ting "t-Ji thin the five-year period. Eleven 
respondents fa.lled to answer t he qttestion as it pertained to second-year type-
writing. 
10. U2l'L are typewriting -~extbooks oode available 12 ptudents? 
It is important to note t hat 221, or 75.67 per cent , of t he 298 schools 
offering typewriting r equired that the student purclnse a texttook f or use 
in the typewriting class. In order of frequency, textbooks were made 
available to the students by these additi onal methods: 43, or ]4.39 per cent, 
of the schools included the use of t he textbook in the typewriting fee; 22, <F 
7.34 per cent, of the schools furnished the textbook free; and 10, or 3.33 
per cent, of the schools rented tm textbook for a separate rental fee. 
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In the schools that charged a typewriting fee, it is significant to note 
that 153 schools r equired tha t the student purcmse a textL"Ook in addition to 
paying the typewriting f ee. There were 12, or 54.54 per cent , of tm scnools 
furniflhing textbooks "free" that r€quired the student to pa~' a typewrl ting fee. 
Ten, or 4.59 per cent , of the schools charging a fee for first-year type-
writing , charged. a s e:r..arote textbook r ental fee; and 10, or 5 . 23 per cent, of 
the schools charging a typewriting fee for second-year typewriting also 
charged a separate textbook rental fee. 
The ran[e of t extbook rental .fees is from 12}¢ per semester to 75¢ per 
semester. The ty:;:)ewriting fees for tho same schools mneed from :3I.oo per 
semester t o $5.00 per s emester. The most com.men combi1v:1tion of typei;riting 
fees and te:xtbook rental f ees was a $1.00 typewriting foe per seiooster and a 
50¢ rental fee for textbook per serester. Three school~ omrged this 
combination. The highest combinatfon tras a $5.00 typewriting fee per semE::ster 
and a 45¢ textbook rental fee per semester - charged by only one of the 
schools. 
ll. ~ ~ typewriters do ~ schools~,!!! their ty:pewriting 
laboratories'? 
There was a total of 6,506 typewiters in t he laboratories of the 298 
schools included in the survey and an average of 29.81 typevl!'iters per school. 
In the 0-49 enrolh1ent g.coup there were 552 typewriters in 49 schools, with 
an average of ll.26 typewriters per school; :L11 t he 50-99 enrollment rp:-oup 
there were 1,615 typewriters in 100 schools, with an average of 16.15 type-
writers per school; in the 100-199 enrollment group there were 1,508 type-
writers in 68 schools, with an average of 22.06 typewriters per school; in 
the 200-299 enrollment group there were 703 typewriters in 30 schools, ·with 
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an average of 23.43 typewriters per school and in the JOO-Or-over group there 
were 2,128 typewriters in 51 schools, with an evere.ge of 41.72 typewriters 
per school. 
12. ll2l! ,ma~ typewriters H™ replacements ~ old !'JJ3chines !r~ l:ll 
during 1m m-~ schoo::. year? 
By sections of the sta te, the replacements for old machines trad ed in were 
as follows: northeast section, 389; northwest section, 384; southwest section, 
375; and southeGst section., 249. The northeast section also had the hi ghest 
percentage of total purchases tha t were for reµlacement of typewriters traded 
in; 389, or 79.22 per cent., "Were replacements. 
For the state., a total of 1,.397, or 76.58 per cent, of all typewriters 
purchased during the 1949-50 school year, -were purchased as replacements. 
13. liQ.}i ™ tX,Pewriter~ were additions !Q. ~ tot1:.J. number of typewriters 
.in ~ typew;ri tin,g labora tories? 
Typewriter 3dditions were mr:ide by sections as follows: nortbenst section , 
102; northwest s ection 151; southwest section, llO; a nd southeast section, &.~. 
A total of 427, or 23.42 per cent, of the typewriters purchased d1J.r:i..".'lg "the 
19!~9-50 school year were additions to the munber of typewriters alreudy in the 
laboratories. 
A total of 6,506 typewriters were in the laboratories of t he 29G schools 
surveyed. Of t his total, 1,824, or 28.0J per cent, were purchased as either 
repla cements or additions during t he 1949-50 school year. 
]4. How ~ typewriter additions !mS, :replacements financed? 
There were t hree methods of financing type'Writer purchases employed by 
the schools included in the survey. In order of frequency of use by the 
schools they were : Purchased by other means, 157, or 52.33 per cent, of the 
schools; purchased partially from ~Jpet,iriting f ees collected, 105, or 35.CO 
per cent; and purchased entirely f rom typewriting f ees collected, 29, or 9.66 
per cent. 
The 218 s chools t hat charged a typewriting f ee financed their purchases 
in t he followin[; manner: 105, or 48.16 per cent purchased typewriters partially 
from typewriting fees collected; 84., or J B.53 per cent, purcha sed typewriters 
by other rc,eans; and 29 , or 1.3 .30 per c0.nt, purchas ed typewr iters entirely from 
fees col lected.. 
15. ~ i tems 2;{ .supplies , ppper, ~ .§2 f orth,™~ uv.:iilabl e 1Q 
~ students without charge other~~ typew.riting fee? 
The item most coJ'lllnonly supplied by schools charging a ·~ypewriting f ee 
ws found to be typeu:riter ribbons; 201, or 92.20 per cent, of' the schools 
made thi s i tem avail.ahl~ to the student s from the f ees collected f or t ypewrit-
ing f ees. Follow1ue J.n order of frequency were: Cl eaning nnd repair, 200, or 
91.'74 per cent; dupl foat :i.ng s t encils, ]28, or 58.71 per cent; carbon paper, 
115, or 52.75 per cent; duplicat i."lg paper, 10/-i-, or /,7.70 per cent ; textbook, 
54, or 2'.1- • 77 per cent ; locker space, 34, or 15.60 pE!I:' cent; typewriting p'.lper, 
31, or 11~.22 per cent ; arrl other i tems, 16, or 7.34 per cent. 
16. ~i d ·~he st11dent§ attenl .mrL commercial contests during ~ 124.2-22 
school y;eor? 
There were 1/~4, or 48.00 per ~cnt, of the 298 schools that indicated that 
the s tudents nt tended commercial contests during the 1949-50 school year. Of' 
this number, lll, or 77.0S per cent, indicated that t hey cho rged a t ypewriting 
fee. The northuest section reported the highest percentage of schools 
attending commercial contests in 1949-50. The northeast s ection had 4S, or 
52.17 per cent, atten:iing; southeast section, 32, or 50.59 per cent, atten:ling; 
and t he sout heast section, with 27, or 35.06 per cent, had the 10\lest percent-
age attending commercial contests. 
17. ~ _expenses ~ involved iu attending 9ommercial contests? 
Transportation, meals, arrl entry fees were t he ma jor items of expense 
involved in attending commercial contests. They were also listed in the 
" same order according to frequency of occurence. One hundred thirty-three, 
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or 92.36 per cent, of th~ schools attencli.ng contests rerortetl t ha t trans-
portation expense was involved; 66, or 45.8.3 per cent, indicated t hit meals 
were involved as an expense; om 43, or 29-16 per cent, reported that ent r y 
fees were one of the expenses involved in attending commerciaJ_ contests. 
18. Which, .!l ~ .Qf U expenses invoJ.v-,m !!! atten:Ung commercial 
There were very few instances in which expenses of attending commercial 
contests were paid from the typewriting fees collected. Twenty-one, or 18.02 
per cent, of the 11l schools Cf¥l r gi.'1g a fee whose students attended contests 
paid transpartat:Lon expense from fees collected; next, 17, or 15.31 Pf>,,!" cent , 
of t he schools p..1 id the entry fee f rom typewriting fees collected, and only 
4, or 3. 60 per Ctmt , of the schools paid .for meals from the typewriting f ees 
collected. 
Conolusions 
On the basis of data gathered in thi -1 tudy:1 , ; is believed th9t the 
following conclusions are justified. 
1. The first-year typewriting course is offered i.ll al.most all of the 
white public high schools of the state of Oklahoma. 
2. Slightly more than 86 per cent of the schools included in the 
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survey offered second-year typewiting. The data indicated tha t the north-
east section of the state had a higher percentage of schools offering second-
year typevriting than any other section. A higher percentage of the schools 
in the 100-199 enrollment group offered second-year typewriting than in any 
other enrollment group. 
3. Almost three-fourths of the schools surveyed charged a typewriting 
fee to students enrolling in first-year typewriting. A smaller percentage 
of the schools in the lower enrollment groups charged a type·wri ting fee for 
first-year tYPewriting than did the schools in the larger enrollment groups. 
All of the schools with enrollments above 300 charged a typewriting fee. 
B~tween sections, the percentages of schools charging a fee for first-year 
type,,,riting varied from a low of 67.64 per cent in the northwest section to 
a high of 77.77 per cent in the southeast section. 
There is little uniformity of type-writing fees charged in the schools 
of the state; fees ranged from 35¢ per semester to $12.50 per semester. 
Slightly more than one-half of all schools charging a fee for first-year type-
writing were charging from $2.00 to $3.00 per semester. 'l'he other 48.21 per 
cent of the schools charging a fee ·were charging fees outside this range. 
4. The percentage of schools charging a fee for second-year typewriting 
was 73. 74 per cent, approximately the same as for first-year typewiting. 
The variation between enrollment groups was quite large--from 43.58 per cent 
in the 0-49 enrollment group to 100.00 per cent in the Joo-or-over group. 
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The variation between sections uas not so great, the range being from a low of 
69.09 per cent in the northwest section to a high of 78.18 per cent in the 
southeast section. 
The majority of the schools charging a fee for second-year typewriting 
fell within a range of $1.50 per semester to $3.00 per semester. Slightly 
more than 61 per cent of the schools fell within this range; the remaining 
38.25 per cent of t \·,e schools charged a fee outside this range. The most 
common fee charged was $2.50 per se:meste~. 
5. Between enrollment groups, the average number of typewriting students 
per typeyriter V-dried from a low of 1.34 in the 0-49 enrollment group to a 
high of 3.84 in the JOO-or-over enrollment group. As the size of the enrol-
lment group increased, the average number of typewriting students per typewriter 
increased. The average number of typewriting students per typewriter for all 
schools included in the survey is 2.67. 
6. Almost one-half of the schools surveyed indicated that the funds 
coll.ected from typewriting fees are maintained in the student activity fund. 
7. The schools have offered typewriting consistently over the five-year 
period, over 90 per cent of the schools indicating that first-year type-
writing has been offered each school year from 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive. 
Only one school in the survey had not offered first-year typewriting at any 
time during t he period in question. 
8. About 75 per cent of the schools offering second-year tYPewri ting have 
offered it each year during the period 1946-47 to 1950-51, inclusive. 
9. The general practice is for schools to require the student to purchase 
the textbook to be used in the typewriting class, as indicated by the fact that 
75 per cent of the schocla require this procedure. Almost 15 per cent of the 
schools include the use of a textbook in the typewriting fee, while only a little 
more than 7 per cent of the schools f u1~ni f;h the textbook "free." Just a little 
over 3 per cent of the schoo~.:--.: r ented the t .s:xt'books for a separate fee. 
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Of the schools that charge a typevriting fee, about 70 per cent require 
the student to purchase t he textb:>ok in addition to paying a V.fl)e'Writing fee. 
A lack of uniformity was evident in the range of textbook rental fees charged-
from 12~·¢ per semester to 75¢ per semester. 
10. There is a total of 6,506 typewriters in the laboratories of the 
schools included in t he survey. Of this number, better than one-i'ourth, 28.0J 
per i;ent., were purchased during t he 1949-'30 school year a s either replacements 
or additions to the number in the l aboratories. 
11. Financing typewriter purchases rnrtially from typewriting fees col-
lected is t he method employed :most frequently by schools that charge a 
typewriting fee. 
12. ~Jl)ewriting ribbons and cleaning a nd repair services are the two main 
items of supply c1 nd service provided from the foes collected. However, not 
all of the s chools charging feea provided t hese two i teins of supply and 
services. 
13. Slightly less than one-half' of the schools included in the survey 
indicated that their students participated in corra:uercial contests. 
Recommemations 
In view of the findings of the stuiy, and on the basis of the con-
clusions drawn therefrom, the following recommendations are made: 
1. The schools that charge a typewriting fee should make a thorough 
study of the situation in their partic:rular school t,o determine i.1hether it is 
necessary to charge this fee. If the fee system is not necessary in the 
school, it should be eliminated, and thus prO".ride for the students of the 
white public high schools a free education in the rrea of typevriting courses. 
Some stments at the present time may be prevented .from obtaining training in 
typewriting courses because of the extra expense involved in taking training 
in this area. 
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2. For the schools that continue to chare;e a fee f or typewriting courses, 
a more uniform plan should be followed. It seems doubtful that there should 
be such vdde variations in fees charged as appears rd thin certain enrollment 
groups and geor;raphical sections of the state. 
3. The funds collected from typevcTiting fees should be ma.de available 
for exclusive use by the commercial department. 
4. If it is necessary to charge typewriting fees, the fees should be 
used exclusively for items of supply and other expenses involved in operat-
ing and equipping the commercial department. Typewriting ribbons, cleaning 
and repair services, use of textbooks, duplicating supplies, and other miscel-
laneous items of supply should be provided for from the typewriting fees col-
lected. 
5. A study should be made for the purpose of obtaining additional 
information as to actual disposition and handling of the funds collected. 
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November 16, 1950 
There has neTer been a study made to compare the practice• 
ot charging tn,ewriting tees in the high schools of Oklahoma. 
Information conceming these practices ahould be of interest 
te you aa a school administrator, to buainese teacher training 
inatitutions, and to atudents now preparing to teach buainess 
aubjecta in the high schools ot Oklahoma. In order that these 
data may be made &Tailable to you and other educators, thi• 
study is being conducted through the Graduate School, Oklahea 
Agricultural and Mechanical. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
Please check the enclosed. questionnaire a.a it appliea to 
the •i tuation 1n ,our school. All information will be kept 
strictly confidential, and the identit7 of your school will be 
lost in the total data collected. 
If JOU would like to receiTe a report on the surYe7, 
indioate that under it• munber 22 ot the questionnaire and 
I shall be glad to send JOU a 8Ulllllar.Y as soon as the results 
are known. 
A aelt-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed tor your 
convenience. Will you please complete the enclosed question• 
na:l.re and retum it to me promptly. 
Sincerely, 




1. Name of School Location ------------- --------------
2. Is your senior high school a three-year high schocl~ or a f our-year high 
school ? 
3. What is your present senior high schoc.;l enrollmcmt? 
4. Do you offer first-year typewriting? Yes 
present enrollment in first-yoer typewriting? 
No_; If "yes," what is the 
5. Do you offer socond-yw.:1r typewriting? Yes _ No __ ; If "yes, 11 whi.:.t is, the 
present en_rollm,:mt in second-year typewriting? 
6. Do you charge students a fee to take first-year typewriting? Yes No 
7. Do you charge students a fee to tn.ke secvnd-yonr typewriting? Yes No 
S. If a fee is chnrgcd, wh.:i.t is the fee to take first-year typewriting? $ ___ per 
semester; seccnd-year typewriting? ::ii_ per s emester. 
9. Please check below the r.1ethod by which your school handles the money c .;:;llected 





Maintain0d in a separQte fund 
.Mn.intained ih the Student Activity Fund 
- Maintained by the Student Council 
Maintained by other means 
(Please explain) 
10. Have you offered first-year typewriting each school ye ar frJm 1946-47 to 1950-51; 
inclusive? Yes No_; second-year typewriting each school year from 1946--47 
to 1950-51, inclusive? Yes No 
11. If the answer to No. 10 is "no," ch~ck the school years in which you offered 
first-ye.:i.r typewriting: 1946-47 ___ , 1947-48 _, 194S-49 ___ , 1949-50 _,· 
1950-51 Check the school years in which you offered second-year typewriting: 
1946-47 __ , 1947-48 ___ , 1948-49 ___ , 1949-50 _, 1950-51 --· 
12. Please check below the method by which typewriting textbooks are made available 
to the student: 
a, _ TYpewriting ~ ent-itles student t o use of t extbuuk idthuut addi-
tional ch ::i.rge 
b. School rents textbook to student for seEc..rc:te rental fee which is 
not a p~rt of typewriting f oe 
c. School furnishes textbook free 
d. Student is required to purcfitlse own textbook 
13. If textbook is rented to student, whn.t is the present rentcl. fee for the f~st-
yenr typewriting textbook? ~ ____ per eenester; Second-year textb cck? ~ 
per ser.1ester. 
I 
14. Hhat is the present number of'. typewriters in the typewritin::_,; lc..b0rc..tories? 
15. Please check the t1ethod by which the purchase of typewrihirs· is fin.meed: 
a. Entirely fror.1 aoney collected fron typewriting fees 
b. = Po.rtitlly froru noney c ... ,llccted fr ;L.1 typewritin6 fees 
c. Other 
(P~easc explain) 
16. Were any typewriters purchased during the 1949-50 schc.::;l year for use in the 
typewriting laboratories? Yes No If !lyes, 11 huw rnmy? 
. 17. If typewriters were purchnsed for the typewriting lc.bcrn.t..iries during the 
1949-50 school year, how L 3l1Y were: 
a. ReulaceGents for olcl 1:1t :;,, tnes tro.ded in 
b. - Additions to the number of typewriters thr;t were clready in the 
labor2.tories 
18. Please check the following ite1as that are tl~.de .:i.v;-iilnble. to the student by 
expenditure of money collected fr~m the typewritine fees: ,: 
~ Typewriter ribbons 
_ Typewriter paper 
_ Carbon p::>..per 
Duplic~.ting p2.pcr 
- Duplicc..ting stencils 
- Locker space -
Use ,;.:;f textbook 
- Cleanin,7 :::·nd r eoair 
--- b • 
Oth::;r 
_..,.(_e_x-1.;.,.l-z-:._i_n""'")-
1.i.· Did your type:writing students attend cJnY cornr.1ercio.l c"nt""sts L:.st ye ::.,r? 
Yes _ No _; If so, whore _______ __,,""'""".,.._ ___ ..,... __ .,..._-... _____ _ 
(Sch~ol ur town, St~te) 
20. Please check below e.x:penses th:it were inv0lvod in c.ttending the contests: 
Tr.::i.nsporto.tion 
-Metls 
_ Lod3ing (if required) 
_ Entry Foe 
21. Please check below expenses invclved in attending ce,ntests thc.t w0re pc.id ~ 
funds collected~ tzyewriting ~: 
~ Transportation 
Me.:i.ls 
__ Lod6ing (if r0quir8u) 
_ Entry Fee 
22. Ple.:!.se list .:i.ny other coments or su~i0stLms yJu wish L J ncl<e. 
Dear ,\.dministre.tor: 
Box 337 
Dewey, Old. ;:,i-10r:1a 
Ifovenber 29, 1950 
On November 16 I sent you e: survey report forrn 
concerninc t h e practice of ci-:c1r i:; ing ty:-imtriting 
fees in high schools of Ol:lcl:01.1.J.. I 1t0uld li'.rn to 
have your school represent 0d in t ili3 st ate-wide 
survey, but, t .s yet, I have not rec ·Jivcd your reply. 
I know th,::i.t these o.re busy tim0s for you; 
however, since the aiJn of this survey is to assist 
you and your fellow educators, I will .:i.1~preciate 
your checkin1:; and return~g the questionnaire todn.y •. 
In case your chec~ list has been L1isplaced, 
you will find enclosed c.nother c;uestionr).aire a nd a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope for your conven-
ience in returning the survey fon;1, 
Sincerely, 
ThoI; .. o.s L. Foster 
Enclosures 3 
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SCHooLS IICLUDED IR THE SURVE! LISTED BI 
G:EOGRAPHICAL SECTIONS AND BY ENROLLMENT GBOUPS 
B1gh 1st-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Ir. Fee f"1" Total Avg. No. 
School Type- lat-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number ot Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typevriter 
Jprtheast · sectig, 2'2 
11 * Bone • None 11 
25 5 None 1 None 9 o.67 
32 10 $2.;o 10 J2.50 10 2.00 
34 8 1.00 8 1.00 
34 1 None 13 Bone 10 1.40 
,s 10 .50 8 .50 10 1.00 
.36 9 lone 12 0.75 
.36 11 None 7 Bene 12 o.67 
37 9 Bone 9 Hone 10 1.so 
40 12 1.00 10 1.00 16 1.38 
41 11 1.50 10 1.50 * 
45 10 3.00 6 .3.00 12 1.34 
45 16 None 7 lone 11 2.09 
Jortheast Segt1pp, i..o-.22 
51 36 $5.00 21 $5.00 25 2.28 
52 25 None Alternate Years 13 1.92 
· 53 11 3.50 9 3.50 12 1.67 
54 12 None 8 None 14 1.42 
56 11 None 13 o.ss 
56 32 None 8 None 14 2.14 
60 l4 None 12 None 19 1.37 
60 18 None 11 None 18 1.61 
• Not indicated by Respondent. 
.. 
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High 1st-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee for Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number of Students per 
:Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typewriter 
Northeast Section, .~ (Continued) 
60 12 $ .50 12 1.00 
60 14 4.00 12 4.00 15 1.7.3 
63 17 1.00 9 1.00 17 1.5.3 
65 5 2.50 16 2.50 l3 1.61 
65 18 None 24 0.75 
65 17 None 15 None 17 1.-sa 
71 23 None 23 1.00 
73 21 2.50 10 2.50 15 2.07 
75 12 3.00 8 3.00 14 1.43 
75 24 None 14 None 15 2.53 
77 14 None 10 None 16 1.50 
80 22 2.50 ll 2.50 12 2.75 
90 28 Bone 14 None 28 1.50 
91 3.3 3.00 14 3.00 19 2.47 
96 14 3.00 18 3.00 19 1.68 
lffl1heaa~ Sectigu, 100-122 
101 .33 2.00 14 2.00 20 2.35 
106 23 None 17 None 21 1.91 
no 20 1.25 20 1.25 20 2.00 
no .32 2.50 22 2.50 23 2.35 
117 37 1.50 15 1.50 20 2.60 
120 36 2.50 23 2.50 18 J.28 
127 20 Bone 16 None 22 1.64 
138 38 None 18 None 23 2.00 
150 23 1.50 23 1.50 23 2.00 
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High 1st-Yr. Fee tor 2nd-Yr. Fee for Total Avg,. No. 
Scoool Type- 1st-Ir. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number of Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typevritlng Typewriters Type"Writer 
Jortheaat §eg\ion, 100-J.22, (ContipVffl}) 
151 * None 15 None 16 
161 55 $3.75 35 $3.75 23 3.91 
162 48 1.25 2.3 1.25 24 2.09 
165 28 2.00 18 2.00 26 1.40 
175 32 2.00 16 2.00 28 1.72 
180 35 None 35 1.00 
183 60 3.00 20 .3.00 30 2.67 
185 .39 None 20 None 20 3.00 
188 34 1.50 18 1.50 20 2.70 
lfgrthean! Seq$1on. m-m 
200 60 2.50 20 2.50 20 4.00 
202 .31 2.50 20 2.50 18 2.81 
205 56 2.00 21 2.00 28 2.76 
220 29 1.;o 15 1.50 20 2.20 
230 50 1.50 18 1.50 20 3.40 
230 44 2.50 22 2.50 22 3.30 
230 48 3.00 33 3.00 24 3.37 
237 40 None 20 None * 
240 53 2.00 19 2.00 21 3.90 
240 59 5.00 25 ;.oo 26 J.23 
250 .39 2.00 18 2.00 24 2.00 
265 78 2.50 33 2.50 26 4.z, 
'210 60 5.00 14 5.00 20 3.'70 
* lot indicated by Respondent 
99 
High 1st-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee for Total Avg. No. 
School Type- lat-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number ot Students per 
Enrollment Writing Type-writing Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typewriter 
North!flst §99t1sm, m mm .Q.!s: 
300 69 $ .75 14 I .75 29 2.?/7 
323 56 3.00 25 3.00 23 3.52 
360 8S 1.50 15 1.50 37 2.70 
360 75 3.00 20 3.75 
400 8S .50 40 .so 32 3.91 
400 84 1.50 * 1.50 22 
405 75 2.00 25 2.00 30 3.)4 
450 147 2.00 63 2.00 58 3.79 
515 84 2.50 14 2.50 28 3.50 
518 llS 1.50 80 1.;o 3.3 6.oo 
560 llO 2.00 37 2.00 53 2.59 
620 • 3.75 * 3.75 47 
626 156 .35 50 .35 68 3.03 
'700 so 2.50 45 2.50 27 .3.52 
701 156 2.50 46 2.50 41 5.00 
7.30 ll5 2.50 60 2.50 48 3.71 
865 '40 3.00 71 3.00 72 4.32 
970 ll7 1.50 22 1.50 48 2.90 
ll.00 292 1.50 100 1.50 100 3.92 
Information on three Tulsa schools was not available 
lfqrthye;t Section, .2-.2 
17 3 None 4 None s 0.875 
21. 6 None 9 o.67 
29 10 Nona 13 0.77 
---
100 
High lat-Yr. Fee tar 2nd-Yr. Fee tor Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number ot Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typewriter 
Hprthwest section, Q~ (continued) 
35 8 '5.00 5 $ 5.00 ll 1.18 
35 7 5.00 9 o.77 
36 3 lone 5 None 14 0.57 
37 8 None 6 None 10 1.40 
37 8 None 4 None 10 1.20 
38 10 None 7 Hone 16 1.06 
38 10 12.50 6 12.50 12 1.34 
39 18 3.00 9 2.00 
40 15 1.50 10 1.50 15 1.67 
41 18 None 7 None 13 1.92 
45 13 2.50 9 2.50 14 1.57 
45 20 None s None 14 2.00 
48 10 3.00 5 3.00 13 1.00 
48 9 lone 15 o.60 
1orthweat section, ~ 
50 10 2.50 13 2.50 16 1.44 
50 10 None 15 o.67 
50 19 None 8 None 13 2.08 
52 17 None 8 None * 
52 11 None 10 None 16 1.31 
58 10 2.50 12 2.50 15 1.47 
59 12 2.50 5 2.50 13 2.08 
59 13 None 16 o.81 
70 18 None 14 None 11 2.91 
* Not indicated by Respondent 
101 
High 1st-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee for Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number of Stoo.ents per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typevriting Typevriters Typewriter 
Northwest Section, ~22, (Continued) 
75 16 $2.50 .3 $2.50 14 1 • .36 
79 11 None 7 None 12 1.50 
80 24 None 15 None 16 2.44 
80 18 2.50 10 2.50 20 1.40 
82 22 lone 18 None 22 1.84 
89 21 4.00 14 1.50 
90 16 .3.50 16 3.50 16 2.00 
90 38 1.00 18 2.ll 
90 17 None 15 None 17 1.82 
96 24 2.50 16 1.50 
lort11ye1t Section, 100-m 
100 20 $4.00 20 $4.00 22 1.82 
100 18 2.50 5 2.50 20 1.15 
w 27 1.75 17 1.59 
118 * 4.50 • 4.50 17 
135 24 4.00 21 4.00 2l 2.14 
1.38 45 0.75 • 
148 24 J.00 13 .3.00 20 1.85 
148 .31 2.50 24 2.50 24 2.19 
150 36 4.00 12 4.00 18 2.71 
150 29 2.00 22 2.00 18 2.SJ 
154 70 1.00 27 1.00 27 J.60 
166 )0 2.50 12 2.50 24 1.77 
* Rot indicated by Respondent 
102 
High lat-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee tor Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number of Stments per 
Enrollment Writing Typevriting Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typewriter 
Northwegt section, 100-J.22, (Continued) 
168 46 None 11 Mone 17 J • .35 
190 42 3.50 23 3.50 27 2.41 
1ort11weat §eotion, .222-.m 
200 45 None 50 None 34 2.so 
210 59 J.00 21 2.81 
230 40 2.00 20 2.00 26 2 • .31 
237 82 J.00 20 J.00 25 4.08 
239 109 1.00 54 1.00 39 4.18 
lorthyeat Section, 300 .£ Qis 
.300 70 1.00 17 1.00 44 1.98 
.320 100 1.00 28 1.00 30 4.27 
350 62 0.75 22 2.82 
.370 80 1.00 28 1.00 JO 3.60 
390 111 2.00 47 2.00 .30 5.-n 
425 101 1.50 44 1.50 36 4.03 
445 112 0.75 50 0.15 28 5.80 
481 85 1.00 l'n 1.00 46 4.61 
630 200 2.50 44 2.50 55 4.44 
932 184 2.50 37 2.50 80 2.76 
1900 .3.32 1.00 1.30 1.00 114 4.05 
2000 420 1.00 150 1.00 142 4.01 
2000 250 1.50 150 1.50 92 4.44 
Southwest Section, .Q-.2 
25 7 None None 8 1.25 
27 8 $2.00 9 0.89 
103 
High 1st-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee for Total AYg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number or Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Type-writers Typewriter 
Southyept §!ction, ~ (Continued) 
30 11 34.50 15 0.74 
32 8 0.50 5 0.50 6 2 • .34 
34 18 3.50 9 2.00 
35 9 None 9 None . 12 1.50 
37 3 None 7 None 9 1.11 
37 8 2.50 7 2.50 9 1.67 
40 14 3.00 10 1.40 
40 Not offering typewriting this year. 
40 10 None 6 None * 
43 8 None 6 None 15 0.94 
43 11 Rone 9 None 16 1.25 
44 7 5.00 16 5.00 15 1.53 
45 4 2.50 12 2.50 12 1.34 
§oµthw,st Section, 2...o-:22 
57 10 3.00 14 3.00 14 1.71 
58 24 Bone 8 None • 
58 • None 23 
60 10 1.50 9 1.50 10 1.90 
60 15 2.00 
··_. j~,? 
s 2.00 15 1.54 
60 16 2.50 22 0.73 
61 18 2.50 8 2.50 17 1.53 
61 19 2.50 22 2.50 22 1.89 
61 26 lone 14 1.89 
6l 18 None None 18 1.72 
* Not indicated by Respondent 
104 
High 1st-Yr. Fee for ?nd-Yr. Fee for Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. 'l'ype- 2nd-Yr. Number of Students per 
Enrollment Writing Type-writing Writing Typel-1ri ting Typewriters Typewriter 
§outbwst Section, i..o-.2'i, (Contipued) 
63 7 $2.00 7 $2.00 12 1.17 
64 15 2.00 12 1.25 
65 10 3.00 10 1.00 
68 11 2.00 15 2.00 17 1.47 
68 17 4.00 11 4.00 15 1.89 
70 16 2.50 15 2.50 17 1.82 
70 17 2.50 10 2.50 18 1.50 
71 17 None 9 None 19 1 • .37 
72 15 1.50 16 1.50 15 2.07 
72 15 4.50 17 4.50 19 1.68 
74 12 None 15 None 20 1.35 
75 46 5.00 4 5.00 2.3 2.22 
75 22 3.00 24 .3.00 16 2.87 
76 12 None 11 Mone 21 1.10 
77 24 3.00 12 3.00 24 1.50 
77 18 None 10 None 18 1.56 
so 18 1.50 28 1.50 19 2.42 
85 17 None 7 None 18 1.34 
87 22 2.50 17 2.50 12 3.25 
88 .30 4.00 1.3 4.00 20 2.15 
95 J2 3.50 18 3.50 28 1.'19 
97 25 None 23 None 24 2.00 
Southwest Section, l.Q2-l22 
116 32 .3.00 16 3.00 17 ~.S2 
120 23 3.00 15 J.00 18 2.11 
105 
High 1st-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee for Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number of StUdents per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Type\lriting Typewriters Typewriter 
Southwest Section, 100-l.2.2, (Continued) 
122 .34 2.50 18 2.50 21 2.48 
125 42 2.50 22 1.91 
135 * 4.50 • 4.;o 25 
1.38 27 2.50 10 2.50 20 1.85 
148 .32 2.00 21 2.00 20 2.65 
151 40 4!'50 24 4.50 24 2.67 
158 J6 1.50 22 1.50 2.3 2.52 
164. 40 2.50 16 2.50 20 2.80 
165 60 4.00 18 4.00 22 3.55 
170 25 1.50 16 1.50 20 2.05 
171., 55 2.50 22 2.50 25 3.08 
184 40 5.00 25 5.00 45 1.45 
185 64 None 25 None 26 .3.42 
188 * 3.00 • J.00 26 
189 45 .3.50 14 3.50 20 2.95 
. Southwest §egtion, m-m 
248 10.3 4.00 16 4.00 * 
250 34 2.50 16 2.50 19 2.6.3 
257 63 None 18 None 26 J.12 
263 * 2.50 22 
271 70 4.00 20 4.00 24 3.75 
Southwest Section, 300 or Over ---
JOO 60 2.50 JO 2.50 JO 3.00 
.310 96 4.50 40 4.50 .32 4.25 
* Not indicated by Respondent 
106 
High lat-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee far Total Avg. No. 
School Type- lat-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number ot Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typewriter 
SouthJe•;t sectim1t .lQQ .s: ~, CConj;!pped) 
452 7S t.4.50 24 '4.50 25 3.96 
487 133 0.50 36 0.50 37 4.57 
500 180 3.00 50 3.00 45 s.n 
550 300 2.50 35 2.50 50 6.70 
780 300 3.00 70 .3.00 95 3.90 
Southeast sectimi, .Q-.2 
.35 12 .3.10 12 1.00 
42 14 1.50 10 1.50 15 1.60 
45 11 Hone 11 None 12 1.83 
47 14 o.so 8 o.so 14 1.57 
47 6 None 8 None 8 1.75 
Southeaat section, ~ 
50 15 1.50 8 1.50 10 2.30 
50 10 None 8 None 14 1.29 
56 1.3 1.50 10 1.50 15 1.5.3 
57 12 None 9 None 13 1.62 
64 13 2.25 5 2.25 13 1.39 
65 ll None 7 None 13 1.39 
67 12 2.50 16 2.50 17 1.65 
72 15 2.50 12 2.50 15 1.80 
75 18 1.50 10 1.50 18 1.55 
75 12 2.50 10 2.50 16 1.39 
76 15 None 11 None 25 1.04 
78 20 None 13 None 12 2.75 
78 18 2.00 14 2.00 14 2.29 
107 
High lat-Yr. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee far 
' 
Total Avg. No. 
School Type- lat-Yr. 'l'ype- 2nd-Yr. Number of Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Typewriters Typevriter 
Sputheaa;t sect1on. SQ-22, (Continued) 
78 19 $2.50 15 $2.50 22 1.55 
80 18 None 11 None 32 o.906 
89 16 4.00 33 4.00 20 2.45 
90 26 2.00 12 2.00 16 2.38 
90 17 2.50 20 2.50 20 1.85 
90 25 3.00 9 3.00 20 l.?O 
93 • Hone * Bone • 
96 21 4.50 18 4.50 17 2.29 
99 15 Hone • 
Sostheast sec»si. l.QQ-122 
100 26 1.50 8 7~50 26 1.31 
102 14 2.50 l4 1.00 
103 28 1.50 14 1.50 18 2.32 
105 30 0.15 20 0.75 15 3.34 
107 20 2.50 21 2.50 21 1.95 
112 29 2.50 12 2.50 15 2.73 
l.2S 20 5.00 2l. 5.00 22 1.86 
l32 26 lfone 12 None 17 2.24 
140 40 1.00 38 1.00 20 3.90 
l4S 18 3.00 11 3.00 17 1.71 
150 34 4.00 22 4.00 24 2.34 
155 40 Hone 16 None 17 3.29 
160 46 None 20 None 23 2.87 
163 65 3.50 23 3.50 27 3.26 
• Hot indicated by Respondent 
108 
High 1st-Ir. Fee for 2nd-Yr. Fee far Total Avg. No. 
School Type- 1st-Yr. Type- 2nd-Yr. Number of Students per 
Enrollment Writing Typewriting Writing Typewriting Type-writers Typewriter 
Southeast iec\ion, 100-m, (gontinu@Sl.) 
165 35 None 25 None 30 2.00 
167 34 2.25 18 2.25 26 2.00 
176 29 5.00 13 5.00 25 1.68 
185 48 1.50 31 1.50 19 4.16 
190 40 2.00 20 2.00 20 3.00 
Southeast Section, .2!22-m 
201 60 3.00 16 3.00 30 2.54 
219 66 3.40 14 3.40 24 3.34 
223 44 3.75 •• 
228 46 3.75 23 2.00 
248 65 2.50 30 2.50 24 3.97 
250 75 2.50 15 2 .. 50 27 3.34 
290 60 2.50 35 2.50 50 1.90 
Southeast section, 300 a .2D£ 
300 45 4.50 30 4.50 26 2.ss 
330 60 5.00 * 
350 78 3.50 27 3.50 42 2.45 
350 83 2.25 61 2.25 36 4.00 
377 56 4.00 27 2.07 
402 65 2.00 Z1 2.00 30 3.07 
465 130 1.50 31 1.50 33 4.90 
539 108 1.00 46 1.00 40 J.80 
900 192 J.00 30 J.00 43 4.69 
* Not indicated by Respondent 
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